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Abstract

Due to their relatively long coherence time and high scalability, spin qubit in a

semiconductor quantum dot is considered to be a promising candidate for realizing a

quantum computer. Among the various types of host materials, GaAs has been one

of the most successful materials in realizing a quantum dot spin qubit, although the

nucleus spin in GaAs results in relatively fast decoherence limiting the usability of the

GaAs. Fortunately, the dynamic nuclear polarization technique based on the hyperfine

mediated adiabatic spin flip-flop enabled the control of the nuclear spin. Furthermore,

the unidirectional T+-pumping effect even by nonadiabatic Rabi pulse has also been

reported, whose theoretical explanation has yet to be provided.

This thesis presents the bidirectional nuclear spin polarization effect of a nonadi-

abatic Rabi pulse, whose polarization direction depends on the parking position. In

addition, we provide the theoretical explanation of the polarization effect of a nonadi-

abatic Rabi pulse by the simulation result based on the excited-level spin mixing. The

results showed the triplet population change is consonant with the previously reported

T+-pumping effect of a PSB-parked Rabi pulse only when the excited levels are in-

corporated. Moreover, the simulated population change also agreed with the observed

bidirectional polarization induced by a Rabi pulse, although long-term dynamics such

as the nuclear spin diffusion must be considered to explain the experimental observa-

tion fully, especially in the EST regime.

keywords: Semiconductor quantum dot, Singlet-triplet qubit, Dynamic nuclear

polarization

student number: 2020-29693
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Quantum computer, where the quantum two-level system called “qubit” is used to

store and manipulate the information, has theoretically proved to be able to outperform

classical computers in various tasks [12, 15, 22, 24, 36]. This theoretical verification of

the computational superiority has escalated the promulgation of the quest for “quantum

supremacy,” the point at which the efficiency of quantum computing power surpasses

the classical one. The numerous studies on the realization of qubits and their operations

in a variety of nanofabricated physical systems have been conducted [12, 22], and even

the actual achievement of quantum supremacy has recently been reported [2, 47, 48].

Among various possible qubit platforms, spin qubit in gate-defined semiconductor

quantum dot is one of the promising candidates for realizing a qubit by their small size

and relatively long coherence time [12, 13]. Moreover, semiconductor quantum dot

qubits are promised to show high scalability as they can be defined by standard semi-

conductor manufacturing techniques [9]. Indeed, recent studies have demonstrated the

electron confinement in foundry-fabricated quantum dot [1, 49].

Ever since the initial demonstration of a spin qubit in GaAs [29], GaAs has been

one of the most successful materials in realizing a quantum dot spin qubit [19]. How-

ever, the presence of spin in GaAs host nuclei poses a technical challenge since it leads

to decoherence through hyperfine coupling with electrons in quantum dot [12, 19]. Be-
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cause of this hyperfine mediated decoherence, the nucleus spin in GaAs has often been

deemed a hurdle to overcome.

The technique called dynamic nuclear polarization, on the other hand, enabled ex-

ploiting the problematic nucleus spin to observe a coherent Rabi oscillation of singlet-

triplet qubits [16]. Based on the hyperfine mediated adiabatic flip-flop interaction, the

authors in Ref.[16] polarized nucleus spin to provide a magnetic field gradient solely

by Overhauser field. The authors even provided the bidirectional nuclear polarization

scheme [16], which later was used to stabilize the field gradient to enable fast universal

quantum control [6]. Apart from this adiabatic transition near the hyperfine anticross-

ing, the unidirectional polarization effect of a nonadiabatic square pulse has also been

reported, whose theoretical explanation has not been suggested yet [16].

In this thesis, we provide the observation of the bidirectional nuclear polarization

effect of nonadiabatic square pulse, whose polarization direction varies with the park-

ing position of the pulse. In addition, we provide the theoretical explanation for the

observed polarization tendency based on the simulation result where the excited level

spin mixing is incorporated.

This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we briefly introduce the phys-

ical properties of the semiconductor quantum dot. The chapter covers the formation

of 2DEG in AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure and the relevant transport properties. In

Chapter 3, we introduce the transport characteristic through quantum dot devices.

Mainly, the constant interaction model in quantum dot devices is discussed with elec-

trostatic rigor. The transport characteristics based on the constant interaction model

are also covered, including a Coulomb diamond, charge stability diagram, and Pauli

spin blockade. Chapter 4 covers the formation and manipulation of a singlet-triplet

qubit and the technique called dynamic nuclear polarization. Both subjects covered

in Chapter 4 are crucial in interpreting the simulation results conducted in this the-

sis. Chapter 5 reports the experimental observation that we tried to reproduce based

on the excited-spin-level-considered Hamiltonian. Also, we discuss the formulation of

2



the total Hamiltonian based on the interaction of the electrons in a quantum dot and

provide the simulation result that qualitatively matches with the experimental obser-

vation. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the overall discussion of the thesis and suggests

the possible improvement and application based on the result of this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Semiconductor Quantum Dot

2.1 Semiconductor Heterostructure and Two Dimensional Elec-

tron Gas

When the chemical potential of metal and semiconductor does not equate, the statis-

tical tendency to equate the chemical potential induces the redistribution of charge

carriers near the interface. Although a theoretical explanation to the detailed profile of

this local charge redistribution varies with the model, the consensus is that the redistri-

bution causes the band bending near the interface and, in turn, results in the formation

of a barrier or a well depending on the work function of the materials [3, 33].

Likewise, when two different semiconductors are in contact, the statistical redistri-

bution of the charge carrier results in the band bending near the interface by providing

a resultant electric field [3, 5, 11]. If we denote the induced potential by U(z), the con-

sequent effective Schrödinger equation with an effective mass m∗ can be expressed as

follows [11]:[
− ~2

2m∗

(
∂2

∂x2
+

∂2

∂y2
+

∂2

∂z2

)
+ U(z)

]
ψ(x, y, z) = Eψ(x, y, z)

By plugging in the ansatz ψ(x, y, z) = χ(x, y)φj(z) where φj(z) is assumed to satisfy

− ~2

2m∗
∂2φj(z)

∂z2
+ U(z)φj(z) = Ejφj(z)
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GaAs

AlGaAs

(a)

(c)
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V

2DEG

Gate

Quantum Dot
Reservoir

Ohmic Contact

Figure 2.1: (a) Band bending at the interface of AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure. The

statistical redistribution of charge carriers results in the local charge compilation near

the interface, which induces the electric field. The chemical potential in each semi-

conductor is adjusted such that only the lowest E1 is occupied, enabling to regard the

localized electronic states as 2DEG. (b) The schematic illustration of quantum point

contact. The restriction of the x degree of freedom of the 2DEG results in the formation

of a quasi 1-D channel. (c) The typical structure of gate-defined lateral GaAs quantum

dot device. The gates are designed to isolate the quantum dot from the reservoir.

, the dispersion relation of the above Schrödinger equation can be expressed in terms

of the crytal momentum kx, ky, and the occupancy index j as follows:

ε(kx, ky, j) = εc + ε(kx, ky) + Ej

The above form of the dispersion relation shows that if the confinement is severe

enough that the energy spacing of Ej becomes large, the only accessible Ej can be

the lowest one (which is denoted by j = 1) [5]. In this case, the z-directional degree of

freedom can be discarded out such that the system can be regarded as two-dimensional.
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Especially when the situation allows such a two-dimensional electronic state to be ap-

proximated as a Fermi gas, the resultant electronic state is termed two-dimensional

electron gas (2DEG).

Furthermore, the application of negative voltage on 2DEG can restrict the dimen-

sion of electrons in 2DEG. This restriction is often provided by metallic gates de-

posited above the 2DEG as shown in Fig 2.1-(b) and (c): the application of negative

enough voltage to the metallic gates, which are electrically disconnected to 2DEG,

locally depletes the electrons and might result in the restriction of a certain degree of

freedom. For instance, the device such as depicted in Fig 2.1-(b) restricts the motion of

electrons along the x direction, thereby results in the formation of quasi 1-D channel

[42]. This quasi 1-D channel exhibits so-called conductance quantization, which will

be introduced in the following section.

The formation of 0-D ‘quantum dot’ starts with the complete restriction of the

degree of freedom, which is achieved by applying negative enough voltage to the well-

designed gate. Fig. 2.1-(c) shows a typical structure of the AlGaAs/GaAs quantum dot

device. As shown in the figure, the gate is designed to isolate an island of charge from

the reservoir by surrounding it with the depleted region when the well-tuned negative

voltages are applied on each gate. This complete restriction results in the significant

quantization of the energy levels in the dot, which is observed through either the direct

or the indirect transport measurement through the dot [10]. The transport through the

reservoir 2DEG and the quantum dot is conducted through the Ohmic contact, which

is, as its name suggests, in contact with 2DEG formed at the interface and verified to

show Ohmic behavior when the channel is fully open.

2.2 Conductance Quantization

When one of the dimensions of the 2DEG channel is narrowed down, the spacing be-

tween crystal momentum becomes significant since ∆ky ∼ 2π/W under the periodic
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boundary condition [3, 11]. Consequently, the energy spacing with the different ky

becomes significant, resulting in the formation of a subband structure whose index is

determined by ky.

The current density calculation in this situation starts with the semiclassical ap-

proximation: as a typical Bloch wave packet, the group velocity of each quasiparticle

obeys the semiclassical equation of motion [3, 11]. Therefore, denoting the subband

index by j, the current density becomes

j = −e
∑
j,σ

nW

∫
gj(kx)~v

dxd(~kx)

h

≈ −2eêx
∑
j

nW

∫ (
1

~
∂εj
∂kx

)
gj(kx)

dxd(~kx)

h

= −2e2

h
êx
∑
j

∫
gj(ε)dε

, where gn(ε) is nonequilibrium distribution function. If we consider the reflection-

less contact such that the +k(−k) electrons are supplied only by left(right) reservoir

and assume the transport is ballistic, the noneqilibrium distribution function of the

+k(−k) electrons can be appxroimated by the Fermi-Dirac distribution whose chem-

ical potential can be approximated by the chemical potential µr(l) of the left (right)

reservoir [11]. Therefore, neglecting thermal broadening and assuming µr−µl = eV ,

the current density becomes

j =
2e2

h
NV

whereN is the number of subbands fall within the bias window. Thus the conductance

of the ballistic nanostructure is quantized with the quantum of G = 2e2

h .

Realistically, there exist complications such as a finite transmission probability

and the existence of other terminals. These are fully taken into consideration in the

Landauer-Büttiker formalism [11] which is out of the scope of this thesis.
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Chapter 3

Charge Transport in a Quantum Dot

3.1 Constant Interaction Model: Single Quantum Dot

To understand the transport through QD, knowing the energy configuration in the QD

is necessary. However, calculating the exact energy levels of QD is virtually impossible

in that the correlations of the electrons in the QD and reservoirs are too complicated.

The Constant Interaction model (CI) detours this complex correlation by treating quan-

tized levels and electrostatic energy separately [19, 41]: the model first calculates the

electrostatic contribution to the electron energy, then adds the contribution to the quan-

tized energy level of the electron in the confined quantum dot. Also, while calculating

the electrostatic energy of a whole QD system, the CI assumes a quasi-continuous and

static system [19].

The energy level calculation thus starts with the simplification of the QD system to

a set of conductors. To elucidate, suppose a QD configuration where the isolated QD

is charged with N electrons as schematically shown in Fig. 3.1, where the dotted line

demarcates the boundary of 2DEG. Then, if we treat each separated 2DEG section as

equipotential, the charge in ith 2DEG section can be expressed using Dirichlet Green’s

8



Figure 3.1: Schematic illustration of a single QD device. The dotted lines enclose each

2DEG segemens, which is assumed to be equipotential.

function GD as follows:

Qi =

∫
si

daσ(r)

=
1

4π

∫
si

da

(
∂φ

∂n

∣∣∣∣
down

− ∂φ

∂n

∣∣∣∣
up

)

=
1

4π

∫
i
da

(
∂

∂n

∣∣∣∣
down

− ∂

∂n

∣∣∣∣
up

)∑
j

∫
j
da′Vj

∂GD(r, r′)

∂n′


=
∑
j

Vj

[
1

4π

∫
i
da

∫
j
da′

(
∂

∂n

∣∣∣∣
down

− ∂

∂n

∣∣∣∣
up

)
∂GD(r, r′)

∂n′

]

≡
∑
j

CijVj

Therefore, the charge of QD is capacitively coupled to the voltage of other 2DEG

sections such as source and drain reservoirs. The voltage of QD is concomitantly ex-

pressed as follows:

V (QQD) =
1

CΣ

QQD − ∑
j 6=QD

CQD,jVj
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Consequently, the overall electrostatic energy required to charge N electrons to the

QD reads the following:

U(N) =

∫ −eN
0

V (QQD)dQQD

=

∫ −eN
0

dQQD
1

CΣ

QQD − ∑
j 6=QD

CQD,jVj


=
e2N2

2CΣ
+ eN

∑
j 6=QD

CQD,j
CΣ

Vj

Noticing that the electron number N is quantized, one can observe that U(N) −

U(N − 1) is the electrostatic energy obtained by N th electron. This energy is often

termed as ‘chemical potential’ µ(N) [19], which has the following form:

µ′(N) = U(N)− U(N − 1)

=
e2

CΣ

(
N − 1

2

)
+ e

∑
j 6=QD

CQD,j
CΣ

Vj

Including a quantized single-particle level, which has so far been neglected, one can

obtain the complete form of chemical potential µ(N) as follows:

µ(N) = µ′(N) + εN = εN +
e2

CΣ

(
N − 1

2

)
+ e

∑
j 6=QD

CQD,j
CΣ

Vj

= εN +
e2

CΣ

(
N − 1

2

)
− e

∑
j 6=QD

αjVj

, where εN is the ‘quantum’ energy level occupied by the N th electron and αj =

−CQD,j

CΣ
is the ‘lever arm’ of jth electrode (the minus sign is incorporated to absorb the

usual sign of the gate voltage). Although drastic simplification was done throughout

the derivation, the above form of the chemical potential explains the transport through

QD well.

In general, a dot locates between two reservoirs, which act as either source or drain

depending on the bias window. In this case, the relationship between the chemical

potential of the dot and the Fermi level of source and drain determines the transport
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Figure 3.2: The energy configuration of the dot in (a) a low bias regime and (b) a high

bias regime. The chemical potential of the QD locates between the source and the drain

reservoir, separated by a tunneling barrier realized by negative potential. The transport

through dot occurs whenever the chemical potential of QD locates between the bias

windows, i.e., between the source chemical potential and the drain chemical potential.

characteristic through the dot. The transport through a single dot can be classified into

low bias regime and high bias regime, depending on whether the Fermi level of the

source can be regarded virtually equal to that of the drain.

In a low bias regime, the Fermi level of source µS and drain µD are nearly equal.

Therefore, the transport through the dot can occur only when the chemical potential of

the dot equates to the Fermi level of the reservoir, i.e., µ(N) ≈ µS ≈ µD for some

N . Except for this situation, the transport through the dot is blocked, and the charge in

the dot is fixed. This phenomenon is often called ‘Coulomb blockade’ since the main

reason for the blockade is Coulombic repulsion, as calculated above [19].

If we probe the current though the dot while sweeping the gate voltage, the current

through the dot IDOT appears as a peak, which is often termed as ‘Coulomb peak’.

11



The condition for such a peak to appear is expressed as

µ(N) = εN +
e2

CΣ

(
N − 1

2

)
− e

 ∑
j 6=QD,G

αjVj + αGVG

 = µS

and hence the gate voltage at the peak becomes as follows:

VG(N) =
1

eαG

εN +
e2

CΣ

(
N − 1

2

)
− e

∑
j 6=QD,G

αjVj − µS


The difference of gate voltage ∆VG(N) between the peak hence reads the following

form.

∆VG(N) =
1

eαG
(µ(N)− µ(N − 1))

=
1

αG

(
εN − εN−1 +

e2

CΣ

)
Furthermore, since the external parameter such as magnetic field affects only εN , spec-

troscopic information such as g factor can be measured by investigating the depen-

dence of ∆VG(N) on the external parameter. This kind of measurement is often termed

as ‘addition spectroscopy’ [10]. The overall schematic is illustrated in Fig. 3.3-(a).

When the bias voltage applied to the reservoir is large enough to regard µS as dif-

ferent from µD, the restriction for the charge transport becomes alleviated into the set

of inequalities since charge transport occurs whenever µ(N) is within the bias win-

dow, i.e., µD < µ(N) < µS . In this case, the Coulomb peak broadens, as depicted in

Fig. 3.3-(b). Furthermore, when the transport is allowed, the transport through excited

quantum states can also occur.

Therefore, if we plot IDOT as a function of VG and Vbias, the blockade appears in a

diamond shape as depicted in Fig. 3.3-(c), in which µD > µ(N) and µS < µ(N + 1).

Hence, assuming the bias voltage Vbias is applied only to the source (which is a realistic

experimental condition) and setting the baseline of the Fermi level is µ0 = µD, µS

becomes −eVbias and the following two equations define the border of the blockade

12



(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.3: (a,b)The schematic illustration of a Coulomb peak at (a) the low bias

regime and (b) the high bias regime. The separation of each peak is determined by

the relation between the chemical potentials of the dot and the reservoir. (c) The so-

called Coulomb diamond, which is a two-dimensional plot of conductance (or IDOT )

as a function of a gate voltage (VG) and a bias voltage (Vbias). The shaded regions

denote the Coulomb blockade, where the number of electrons in the dot is fixed to a

certain number.
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with the electron number of N .

VG =
1

eαG

εN +
e2

CΣ

(
N − 1

2

)
− e

∑
j 6=QD,G

αjVj − µD


=

1

eαG

εN +
e2

CΣ

(
N − 1

2

)
− eαSVbias − e

∑
j 6=QD,G,S,D

αjVj


VG =

1

eαG

εN+1 +
e2

CΣ

(
N +

1

2

)
− e

∑
j 6=QD,G

αjVj − µS


=

1

eαG

εN+1 +
e2

CΣ

(
N +

1

2

)
+ e (1− αS)Vbias − e

∑
j 6=QD,G,S,D

αjVj


Outside the blockade, charge transport through QD occurs, which can occur even

through excited states. Therefore the IDOT experiences an abrupt change whenever

Vbias and VG crosses the border defined by the chemical potential of the excited state

µexcited.

Fig. 3.3-(c) shows the schematic of IDOT as a function of VG and Vbias. The shaded

region indicates the blockade, in which the electron number inside the dot is fixed to

a certain integer. The blockade is of a diamond shape, whose border is determined by

the above two equations. The transport through the dot occurs outside the diamond-

shaped blockade region. During the transport, the number change of N → N + 1 is

accompanied at the right of the diamond and N − 1→ N at the left.

As noted above, the transport can also accompany the excited states, and the IDOT

experiences an abrupt increase whenever the µexcited gets inside the bias window. For

instance, when the blockade is lifted, transport might involve the addition of one elec-

tron to the excited state withN electrons to form the ground state withN+1 electrons

and vice versa. The border defined by such excited states (red and blue lines in Fig.

3.3-(c)) has the same form as the border representing the blockade (black lines in Fig.

3.3-(c)) except the εN inside the equation is replaced by εN,ex, which causes the line

to be slightly shifted.
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3.2 Constant Interaction Model: Double Quantum Dot

In the case of a double dot device, the overall energy in CI depends on the electron

number of both dots, which are mutually coupled to each other. These complicate the

situation since the voltage of each plunger gate entwines with the electron charge in

each dot and other irrelevant variables, let alone the unclear integration path. Also,

some other literature introduces fictitious capacitors between each 2DEG section [19,

41], which is quite extemporaneous. Therefore, in this section, the CI in a double

dot will be revisited with electrodynamical rigor. Also, based on the CI, the transport

behavior through double quantum dots will be discussed.

Figure 3.4: Schematic illustration of a double QD device. The dotted lines enclose

each 2DEG segments, which is assumed to be equipotential.

As discussed earlier, the CI assumes the electrostatic energy and quantum levels of

dot electrons separately. Therefore, as was in the earlier chapter, obtaining the chemical

potential µ of each dot starts with the calculation of the electrostatic energy. Since the

same Green’s function formalism allows one to express charge on each 2DEG segment

as a sum of capacitance multiplied by voltage, assuming a lateral double quantum dot

such as shown in Fig. 3.4, the charge on each dot (labeled by QD, 1 and QD, 2) is
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expressed as follows:

QQD,1 =
∑
j

CijVj

= CΣ,1V (QQD,1) + CmV (QQD,2) +
∑
j 6=QD

CQD1,jVj

QQD,2 = CΣ,2V (QQD,2) + CmV (QQD,1) +
∑
j 6=QD

CQD2,jVj

Therefore, the voltage on each dot is expressed as follows:

V (QQD1) =
CΣ1

CΣ1CΣ2 − C2
m

QQD1 −
∑
j 6=QD

CQD1,jVj


− Cm
CΣ1CΣ2 − C2

m

QQD2 −
∑
j 6=QD

CQD2,jVj


V (QQD2) =

CΣ2

CΣ1CΣ2 − C2
m

QQD2 −
∑
j 6=QD

CQD2,jVj


− Cm
CΣ1CΣ2 − C2

m

QQD1 −
∑
j 6=QD

CQD1,jVj


The total electrostatic energy in (N1, N2) double dot configuration is thus calculated

by integrating the two voltages by QQD,1 and QQD,2, which superficially has the am-

biguitiy of the integration path. However, noticing that

∂V (QQD1)

∂QQD2
= − Cm

CΣ1CΣ2 − C2
m

=
∂V (QQD2)

∂QQD1

, it becomes clear that any integration path will lead to the same result. Therefore,

choosing the path (0, 0) → (N1, 0) → (N1, N2), the total electrostatic energy is

calculated as follows:

U(N) =

∫ −eN1

0
V (QQD1)dQQD,1 +

∫ −eN2

0
V (QQD2)dQQD,2

=
e2CΣ1

(CΣ1CΣ2 − C2
m)

1

2
N2

1 +
N1

e

∑
j 6=QD

CQD1,jVj
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− e2Cm
CΣ1CΣ2 − C2

m

N1

e

∑
j 6=QD

CQD2,jVj


+

e2CΣ2

(CΣ1CΣ2 − C2
m)

1

2
N2

2 +
N2

e

∑
j 6=QD

CQD2,jVj


− e2Cm
CΣ1CΣ2 − C2

m

N1N2 +
N2

e

∑
j 6=QD

CQD1,jVj


=EC1

1

2
N2

1 +
N1

e

∑
j 6=QD

CQD1,jVj

− ECm
N1

e

∑
j 6=QD

CQD2,jVj


+ EC2

1

2
N2

2 +
N2

e

∑
j 6=QD

CQD2,jVj

− ECm
N1N2 +

N2

e

∑
j 6=QD

CQD1,jVj


=

1

2
N2

1EC1 +
1

2
N2

2EC2 +N1N2ECm

−
∑
j 6=QD

(
(EC1CQD1,j + ECmCQD2,j)N1 + (EC2CQD2,j + ECmCQD1,j)N2

e

)
Vj

, where before the last line the usual convention is implemented to set the capacities

Ci,i positive and the coefficient of induction Ci,j negative [41]. The chemical potential

of the electron in each dot is expressed in the following form.

µ1(N1, N2) =

(
N1 −

1

2

)
EC1 +N2ECm −

∑
j 6=QD

(
EC1CQD1,j + ECmCQD2,j

e

)
Vj

µ2(N1, N2) =

(
N2 −

1

2

)
EC2 +N1ECm −

∑
j 6=QD

(
EC2CQD2,j + ECmCQD1,j

e

)
Vj

Therefore, the total energies of the N th
1 electron which added to the (N1 − 1, N2)

configuation and the N th
2 electron added to the (N1, N2 − 1) configuation become

µ1(N1, N2) = ε1(N1) +

(
N1 −

1

2

)
EC1 +N2ECm −

∑
j 6=QD

(
EC1CQD1,j + ECmCQD2,j

e

)
Vj

µ2(N1, N2) = ε2(N2) +

(
N2 −

1

2

)
EC2 +N1ECm −

∑
j 6=QD

(
EC2CQD2,j + ECmCQD1,j

e

)
Vj

, where εi(Ni) is the quantum energy obtained by ith electron added to the double dot

configuration. These two chemical potential predicts various transport characteristic
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through lateral double dot, the paragon of which is a so-called “honeycomb” shaped

stability diagram obtained in a low bias regime.

In the same token as the single QD case, the transport in a double QD device occurs

with the two nearby reservoirs. Therefore, it is the same that the chemical potentials of

the dots and the Fermi levels of source and drain determine the transport characteristic

through the dot and that low bias regime and high bias regime is treated separately.

However, one crucial difference lies in the charge transport itself; the transport through

the dots in a low bias regime is possible only when the chemical potential of two dots

and the Fermi level of two reservoirs are equal [19, 41]. Therefore, in the case of

double QD, we investigate the number of electrons in each quantum dot rather than

the Coulomb peak itself since the condition for the direct transport through the dots is

too harsh. The associated diagram is called the ‘charge stability diagram.’

The charge stability diagram is a two-dimensional map of gate voltages Vg1 and

Vg2 to the electron numbers N1 and N2 in each dot. Therefore, the natural extension

of the single QD case would be the one in Fig. 3.5-(a). However, the lever arm of gate

1(2) on the quantum dot 2(1) does not go to zero even when the direct electrostatic

coupling between quantum dots is zero since each gate couples to the distance dot by

the interdot coupling.

Thus, we first consider the situation where the QDs have intermediate interdot

coupling but no distant-gate-dot coupling. Also, for simplicity, we start our discussion

by neglecting the quantum levels introduced by confinement potential. In this case,

from the above CI-based argument, the electrochemical potential in each dot can be

written in the following form.

µ1(N1, N2) =

(
N1 −

1

2

)
EC1 +N2ECm −

(
EC1CQD1,g1

e

)
Vg1 −

(
ECmCQD2,g2

e

)
Vg2

µ2(N1, N2) =

(
N2 −

1

2

)
EC2 +N1ECm −

(
ECmCQD1,g1

e

)
Vg1 −

(
EC2CQD2,g2

e

)
Vg2

In this case, provided that the device is in a low bias regime, the following equation
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Figure 3.5: Schematic illustration of charge stability diagrams. (a) A charge stability

diagram when there is no interdot capacitive coupling and distant-gate-dot coupling.

Each gate controls only the nearest dot, resulting in the natural two-dimensional ex-

tension of the borderline for the Coulomb peak of a single QD. (b) A charge stability

diagram only in the presence of distant-gate-dot coupling. The borderline now be-

comes oblique to each axis, but there is no separation of the triple point. (c) A charge

stability diagram only in the presence of interdot capacitive coupling. The borderline

is still oblique since a gate can affect the distant dot through the capacitive coupling

between the nearest dot and the distant dot. Note that the triple point separates in accor-

dance with the occupation of each dot. (d) The schematic illustration of the chemical

potential of each dot and the charge transport scheme in each triple dot.
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determines the borderline of the stability diagram

µ1(N1, N2) = µres

µ2(N1, N2) = µres

, which are precisely the condition for an electron to tunnel from the reservoir into the

first (second) dot to achieve (N1, N2) configuration.

Although the stability diagram of Fig. 3.5-(b) seems to be correct in this regard,

the subtlety is introduced by the interdot coupling; the chemical potential in dot 1(2)

depends on the number of the electron in dot 2(1), by the term N2(1)ECm. Therefore,

whenever an electron is added to the second (first) dot, the chemical potential of each

dot is lifted. Subsequently, the borderline of each dot lifts by

∆V m
g1 =

eECm
EC1CQD1,g1

=
eCm

CΣ1CQD1,g1

∆V m
g2 =

eECm
EC2CQD2,g2

=
eCm

CΣ2CQD2,g2

, such that the overall stability diagram shows the shape of the honeycomb lattice, as

illustrated in Fig. 3.5-(c). Furthermore, the spacing of borderlines ∆Vg1 and ∆Vg2 in

Fig. 3.5-(c) is calculated as follows:

∆Vg1 =
eEC1

EC1CQD1,g1
=

eCΣ1

CΣ1CQD1,g1

∆Vg2 =
eEC2

EC2CQD2,g2
=

eCΣ2

CΣ2CQD2,g1

Meanwhile, in a low bias regime, charge transport through the dot occurs only

when the chemical potentials of dots and the reservoir equate. This condition uses

one of the remaining degrees of freedom, thus resulting in a ‘point’ in the stability

diagram. Such a point is often called “triple point” [41], whose location is determined

by the series of following equations.

µ1(N1 + 1, N2) =

(
N1 +

1

2

)
EC1 +N2ECm −

(
EC1CQD1,g1

e

)
Vg1 −

(
ECmCQD2,g2

e

)
Vg2

=

(
N2 +

1

2

)
EC2 +N1ECm −

(
ECmCQD1,g1

e

)
Vg1 −

(
EC2CQD2,g2

e

)
Vg2
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= µ2(N1, N2 + 1)

= µres

The charge transport through double QD occurs only in this triple point and is blocked

otherwise.

Having understood the stability diagram in the absense of quantum levels, we now

incorporate the quantum states to the chemical potential of each dot as follows:

µ1(N1, N2) =ε1(N1) +

(
N1 −

1

2

)
EC1 +N2ECm −

(
EC1CQD1,g1

e

)
Vg1

−
(
ECmCQD2,g2

e

)
Vg2

µ2(N1, N2) =ε2(N2) +

(
N2 −

1

2

)
EC2 +N1ECm −

(
ECmCQD1,g1

e

)
Vg1

−
(
EC2CQD2,g2

e

)
Vg2

The incorporation of quantum states gives the correction term to ∆Vg(1)2 and ∆V m
g(1)2:

∆Vg1 =
e (EC1 + ∆ε1)

EC1CQD1,g1
=

eCΣ1

CΣ1CQD1,g1

(
1 +

∆ε1

EC1

)
∆V m

g1 =
e (ECm + ∆ε1)

EC1CQD1,g1
=

eCm
CΣ1CQD1,g1

(
1 +

∆ε1

ECm

)
∆Vg2 =

e (EC2 + ∆ε2)

EC2CQD2,g2
=

eCΣ2

CΣ2CQD2,g1

(
1 +

∆ε2

EC2

)
∆V m

g2 =
e (ECm + ∆ε2)

EC2CQD2,g2
=

eCm
CΣ2CQD2,g2

(
1 +

∆ε2

ECm

)
The incorporation of quantum states also alters the shape of the stability diagram

by delocalization of quantum states, as depicted in Fig. 3.6. This can be understood

by solving the toy Hamiltonian of the system. As mentioned above, the chemical po-

tential of each dot can be identified with the eigenstate of each dot in the presence of

electrostatic potential used to define quantum dot. If we introduce phenomenological

tunnel coupling tc, the effective two-level Hamiltonian is expressed as follows:

H =

 µ1(N1 + 1, N2) t12

t21 µ2(N1, N2 + 1)
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Figure 3.6: Schematic illustration of a double QD device. The dotted lines enclose

each 2DEG segments, which is assumed to be equipotential.

Therefore, the eigenstate is not a simple chemical potential µi(N1, N2), but the ad-

mixture of two eigenstates

E =
µ1(N1 + 1, N2) + µ2(N1, N2 + 1)

2
±
√

1

4

(
(µ1(N1 + 1, N2)− µ1(N1, N2 + 1))2 + |t12|2

)
where the degree of mixing depends on the tunnel coupling tc. This change of eigen-

state also result in the change of the border line of stability diagram, which is now

‘anticrossed’ near the triple point since it is defined by E = µres.

Now we discuss the high bias regime when one of the chemical potentials is signif-

icantly lifted by the applied bias voltage. As was in the single QD case, the restriction

for charge transport through double QD is lifted. Hence, the charge transport occurs

not only at triple points but within the region satisfying the following condition

µS > µ2(N1, N2 + 1)

µD < µ1(N1 + 1, N2)

µ2(N1, N2 + 1) > µ1(N1 + 1, N2)

where the charge transport from QD, 2 to QD, 1 is assumed. The first and second in-

equalities come from the condition for the chemical potentials to lie within the bias
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window, whereas the third inequality comes from the condition that the chemical po-

tential of the second quantum dot is higher than that of the first quantum dot. There-

fore, in a high bias regime, the triple point no longer remains to be a ‘point’, but rather

becomes a triangle.

In the case of a double dot, however, the presence of two discrete energy lev-

els introduces an additional constraint; since the elastic tunneling is more likely than

higher-order inelastic tunneling, the current signal within the bias triangle becomes

stark whenever the chemical potentials of two dots equate. As directly noticeable from

its condition, this elastic tunneling line appears parallel to the base of a bias triangle,

the line connecting two triple points [41]. Thus, in a high bias regime, a bias triangle

is filled with a background signal from the inelastic tunneling, with a few distinctive

lines parallel to the base of the triangle. Meanwhile, an inelastic tunneling is also pos-

sible even when µ2(N1, N2 + 1) < µ1(N1 + 1, N2). However, the charge transport

incorporating energy absorption is usually not taken into account since the process is

way slower than the tunneling with the emission due to the spontaneous emission [17],

giving the third inequality.

3.3 Spin Blockade

So far, we have only dealt with a Coulomb blockade, a blockade of charge transport

originating from the Coulombic repulsion. However, an additional type of blockade

arises when the electron spin is taken into consideration. This spin originating blockade

is often collectively called ‘spin blockade,’ although a theoretical mechanism lying

behind each instance is not entirely identical [43, 44].

Spin conservation and selection rules play a crucial role in the spin blockade of

single QD devices. For instance, when a state with the maximal spin is occupied, the

spin selection rule makes such a state stable and thereby inhibits the charge transport

through the dot [44]. As a result of this type of spin blockade, the current is reduced
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whenever the maximal spin state lies within the bias window. The negative dI/dV

signal in a Coulomb diamond often indicates this type of spin blockade [43].

Another spin blockade in a single QD is a blockade caused by the spin conservation

rule. When two successive ground states have a total spin difference larger than 1/2,

i.e., if |~S(N)− ~S(N + 1)| > 1/2, then this spin difference cannot be compensated by

the addition of one electron. Thus the corresponding borderline delimiting a Coulomb

diamond does not appear in a Coulomb blockade.

(a) (b)

Vg1

Vg2

(0,1) (1,1)

(0,2)

Figure 3.7: (a) A schematic illustrations of chemical potentials when each reservoir is

biased and the gate voltages are tuned such that S(0,2), S(1,1), and T(1,1) lie within the

bias window. The Pauli spin blockade occurs at the right situation. (b) The extension

of (1,1) region when the stability diagram is plotted while sweeping each gate

In the case of a double QDs, the existence of two electrons provides an additional

mechanism of spin blockade based on the Pauli exclusion principle [19, 27]. The epit-

omical situation of this Pauli spin blockade (PSB) is a charge transport accompanying

(1,1) and (0,2) states. Suppose the right reservoir is biased such as in the left of Fig.

3.7-(a), and the gate voltage is biased such that only S(0,2), S(1,1), and T(1,1) lie

within the bias window. In this situation, when the tunneling first results in S(2,0) for-

mation, the subsequent electron tunneling to the left dot is always possible through

S(1,1), and in turn to the drain as well. Thus the charge transport through the double
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dot is always possible.

However, when the left reservoir is biased, and the gate voltage is tuned to let only

S(0,2), S(1,1), and T(1,1) lie within the bias window, the Pauli exclusion principle

inhibits the charge transport through the double dot; when the tunneling first results

in the formation of T(1,1) as in the right of Fig. 3.7-(a), the subsequent tunneling to

S(2,0) is not possible since the electron with the same spin cannot occupy the same

state, resulting in the blockade of the charge transport.

A similar argument can also be applied to the low bias regime. When measuring

a charge stability diagram, suppose that the gate voltages were swept to incorporate

a configuration change from (1,1) to (0,2). In this case, the same kind of blockade

happens; even if the chemical potential of T(1,1) equates that of S(0,2), the electron in

the left dot does not tunnel into the right dot [45]. This blockade is retained until T(0,2)

becomes degenerate with T(1,1), and hence the (1,1) region extends to the shifted

borderline (Fig. 3.7-(b)). Thus, this PSB gives a criterion to discern S(1,1) and T(1,1),

offering a novel method for a single-shot readout of a spin state.
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Chapter 4

Singlet-Triplet Qubit and Dynamic Nuclear Polariza-

tion

4.1 The Formation and the Manipulation of a Singlet-Triplet

Qubit

The application of a semiconductor quantum dot is aimed chiefly at quantum comput-

ing since it provides an ideal situation to form the canonical type of qubit, an electron

with 1/2-spin [23]. Besides this Loss-Divincenzo qubit, various types of qubits can be

formed in the semiconductor quantum dot, among which singlet-triplet (S-T) qubit is

relevant to the subject of this thesis.

The S-T qubit, which is first proposed in Ref. [29], utilizes S(1, 1) and T0(1, 1)

states with the following effective Hamiltonian by choosing a detuning ε such that

J(ε)→ 0 as ε→ −∞.

Heff =

 J(ε) gµB∆Bz

gµB∆Bz 0


=
J(ε)

2
I +

J(ε)

2
σz + gµB∆Bzσx

The above Hamiltonian implies that if J(ε) overrides the off-diagonal gµB∆Bz , the

Hamiltonian can essentially be identified with J(ε)/2σz , the eigenstates being S and
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Figure 4.1: A schematic energy diagram near (1,1)-(2,0) charge transition. The detun-

ing axis is chosen such that J(ε) becomes the energy splitting between T0(1, 1) and

S(2, 0) branches. Note that in the limit of J(ε)→ 0, the eigenstates become |↑↓〉 and

|↓↑〉. The green square pulse indicates a Rabi pulse. Inset: The Bloch sphere represen-

tation of the qubit dynamics during the Rabi pulse.

T0(1, 1). On the contrary, when J(ε) is negligible, the Hamiltonian can be identified

with gµB∆Bzσx, and the eigenstates become |↑↓〉 and |↓↑〉.

This detuning-dependent quantization axis indicates that the rotation axis of a state

vector in the Bloch sphere can be changed from the z-axis into the x-axis electrically

by the detuning ε, thus enabling to devise a simple Rabi pulse as depicted in Fig.

4.1. To explain the pulse in detail, the state prepared at the beginning of the pulse

is the ground state S(2, 0). After this initialization, the detuning suddenly goes far

below such that the eigenstates essentially become |↑↓〉 and |↓↑〉. Being gµB∆Bzσx

as an effective Hamiltonian, the concomitant effective time evolution operator is U =

exp
(
−igµB∆Bz

t
~σx
)
, which is an SU(2) rotation operator with respect to the x-axis.

Therefore, the state ket remained to be S(1, 1) under the sudden approximation starts

to rotate along the z-axis. After the rotation process, the detuning suddenly returns

to the initial (2,0) regime with the large enough J(ε). Until the measurement, which
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projects the state either to S(2, 0) or T0(1, 1), the state vector rotates with respect

to the z-axis. Indeed, with a robust external ∆Bz created by micromagnet, the Rabi

oscillation of S-T qubit is demonstrated [46].

In AlGaAS/GaAs heterostructure, however, the background nucleus possesses a

spin quantum number, thus providing a hyperfine coupling [19, 29]. This hyperfine-

based field gradient results in the decoherence of a qubit [21, 25], thus in the absence

of micromagnet, the Rabi pulse discussed above results in the dephasing [29]. In Ref.

[29], the authors therefore devised a new pulse sequence called “Ramsey sequence,”

which adiabatically transforms S and T (1, 1) states into |↑↓〉 and |↓↑〉 and perform a

rotation with respect to the z-axis.

4.2 Dynamic Nuclear Polarization

In the previous section, it is discussed that applying the Rabi pulse to the S-T qubit

only with a hyperfine-based hyperfine field gradient does not result in the coherent

Rabi oscillation but instead results in the dephasing. However, the Ref. [16] showed

the hyperfine field can be used for a coherent Rabi oscillation when the nucleus spin

is polarized by the technique called “dynamic nuclear polarization” (DNP). In this

section, this DNP scheme is discussed briefly.

As mentioned above, in AlGaAs/GaAs, the nuclei posses the spin that couples with

the electron in a quantum dot through a hyperfine coupling. If we denote the nucleus

spin by Ik, k being the index for kth nucleus, the Fermi-contact hyperfine coupling

between the electron in a quantum dot is expressed as follows [28].

Hhypefine =
∑
k

Ak
~Ik · ~S

=
∑
k

Ak

(
1

2

(
Ik+S− + Ik−S+

)
+ Ikz Sz

)
The above Hamiltonian shows that the hyperfine-originating ‘flip’ of an electron spin

induces a ‘flop’ of nucleus spin.
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Figure 4.2: A schematic illustration of S-pumping and T+-pumping scheme. The S-

(T+-)pumping pulse sequence is depicted with the green(dark blue) line, and the corre-

sponding location at the charge stability diagram is illustrated in the inset at the upper

left corner. Inset: Charge stability diagram near (1,1) and (2,0) regime. The region

filled with the sky-blue color indicates the PSB regime.

Based on the above ‘flip-flop’ relation between the hyperfine mediated electron and

nuclei spins, the DNP utilizes the hyperfine-originating S(1, 1)-T+(1, 1) anticrossing,

with a suitable pulse designed for a unidirectional polarization. Early experimental and

theoretical studies [30, 32, 34, 40] indicated that the DNP by S-pumping cycle (which

is explained below) eventually quenches the hyperfine field gradient. However, the re-

cent experimental study [16] reported the opposite situation where the S-pumping DNP

results in the saturation of the hyperfine field gradient, which resulted in the coherent

Rabi oscillation. The subsequent studies have revealed that the previous interpreta-

tion that S-pumping DNP quenches hyperfine field gradient had been misinterpreted

[4, 18], and that S-pumping DNP in unequally sized dots results in more rapid polar-

ization of the smaller dot, resulting in building up of the hyperfine field gradient, as

well as the overall hyperfine field [18].

Having understood the effect of DNP, we now introduce the two pumping schemes,
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an S-pumping and T+-pumping proposed in Ref. [16]. The S-pumping prepares S(2, 0)

states, which in turn adiabatically transferred to the T+(1, 1) state. In the course of this

adiabatic transition, the nuclear spin flips with a certain probability since S(1, 1) and

T (1, 1) coupled by the hyperfine interaction and the spin flip-flop process between

hyperfine coupling and spin-orbit interaction competes [26]. After this adiabatic trans-

fer, the detuning is suddenly changed to its original value such that the T (1, 1) state

remains unchanged.

On the contrary, the T+ pumping prepares T+(1, 1) states, and it is adiabatically

transferred to the S(2, 0) state. By the same token, this adiabatic transfer of an elec-

tron from T+(1, 1) to S(2, 0) accompanies the nuclear spin-flip with a certain proba-

bility, but in this time, the flip direction is the opposite to the S-pumping case. Indeed,

Ref.[16] demonstrates both pumpings either increase or decrease the hyperfine field

gradient, and their effect is opposite to each other.

Moreover, Ref. [16] reports that a Rabi pulse also induces a T+-pumping effect

for an unknown reason. The simulation result that explains this exotic pumping effect

based on the excited-level spin mixing is one of the key results of this thesis.
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Chapter 5

Hamiltonian Formulation and the Simulation Results

5.1 Experimental Anomalies with the Long Term Rabi Pulse

Application

In this section, we report the experimental anomaly with the long-term DNP by a Rabi

pulse. The experimental result suggested in this section was obtained by Wonjin Jang,

and the device was fabricated by Jehyun Kim.

Under the basis of the DNP principle discussed in the previous chapter, we con-

ducted an experiment using the device illustrated in Fig. 5.1. The cobalt micromag-

net applies the field gradient, and the magnetic field is applied to the in-plane of the

heterostructure. The quantum dot array is aligned to the [011] direction to make the

effective spin-orbit field in the [011̄] direction. As shown in Fig. 5.1-(b), the quantum

dot is formed, and the (2,0) and (1,1) regime was achieved.

Based on the previously reported observation that an incessant application of a

Rabi pulse from the PSB regime results in the T+-pumping effect [16], we also con-

tinuously applied a Rabi pulse to the device. Moreover, during the serial application of

the Rabi pulse, the Rabi oscillation is measured within a specific time interval (on the

order of ns), which is much shorter than the order of a time scale of DNP (lab time, on

the order of h).
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Figure 5.1: (a) The AlGaAs/GaAs quantum dot device used throughout the experi-

ment, whose crystallographic alignment is indicated at the lower-left corner. The or-

ange circle marks the location of the quantum dot, and the crossed boxes indicate

ohmic contacts. The cobalt micromagnet is enclosed by the red dotted lines, whose

field direction is qualitatively plotted by the red transparent arrow. The magnetic field

is applied in-plane to the 2DEG, as depicted in the upper left corner. (b) The charge

stability diagram near (1,1) and (2,0) regimes. The location of the EST (PSB) regime is

marked by the green box (blue triangle). (c) The Rabi oscillation, which is plotted after

a series of Rabi pulse applications whose parking position was at either EST (green)

or PSB (blue). When parked at EST, the oscillation frequency increased with the lab

time, indicating that the serial Rabi pulse application increased ∆Bz . On the contrary,

the parking at PSB showed the exact opposite behavior. (d) The change of the Rabi

oscillation frequency as a function of lab time. The PSB- and EST-parking scheme

shows the opposite behavior.
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As reported in Ref. [16], we also observed the T+-pumping effect under the serial

application of a Rabi pulse, the parking position of which was as PSB. However, the

exact opposite polarization effect, or S-pumping, is observed when the parking posi-

tion is changed to the EST regime. This opposite bidirectional nuclear polarization is

depicted in Fig. 5.1-(c), where the Rabi oscillation trace is plotted under the various

lab time. The oscillation frequency with the EST-parked Rabi pulse results in the grad-

ual increase of the oscillation frequency, while the PSB-parked Rabi pulse shows the

decreasing oscillation frequency. This time dependence of the oscillation frequency is

shown in Fig. 5.1-(d), where the oscillation frequency is plotted as a function of lab

time. The Rabi pulse is applied continuously during the measurement, but the parking

position is changed from EST to PSB at t ≈ 1200min. The figure shows the opposite

tendency of EST- and PSB-parked Rabi pulse clearly. Also, it is notable that PSB-

parked Rabi pulse provides a much faster polarization rate than that of EST-parked

one.

To explain these experimental observations, based on the fact that PSB and ESB

regime is demarcated by the T (2, 0) and T (1, 1) anticrossing point as discussed in

Chapter 3, we explore the dynamics of the ground state under the extended Hamilto-

nian which also incorporates T (2, 0) states in the following section.

5.2 Hamiltonian Formulation

The first step of the Hamiltonian formulation starts with identifying the state function

we are interested in. Considering that we tuned the gate voltages such that the quantum

dots are near (1,1) and (2,0) regimes, the traditional choice of the state function might

be the ground state localized at each dot [7, 39]. Also, we assume that the confinement

is severe enough that the ground state localized at each dot can essentially be thought

of as the ground state of the Hamiltonian whose potential is the harmonic expansion

at the local minimum [7]. These ground states are denoted by |1〉 and |2〉, where 〈r|1〉
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and 〈r|2〉 denote the state localized at the left dot and the right dot, respectively.

The conventional choice of the ground state used in most literature is a Fock-

Darwin state with the assumption of a quasi-two-dimensional system [7, 39]. This is

because the magnetic field is usually applied perpendicularly to the 2DEG plane such

that the resultant orbital effect results only in the planar motion [8, 14, 37]. However,

in our experiment, we applied the magnetic field in-plane to the 2DEG. Therefore,

although most variables are to be replaced by experimentally measured values, it is

better to briefly discuss the influence of the in-plane magnetic field on the orbital state.

As mentioned above, the Hamiltonian of a quantum dot is usually approximated

to be two-dimensional. However, the application of the in-plane magnetic field cast

doubt on this quasi-two-dimensional approach since the coupling between the in-

plane magnetic field and in-plane motion results in the out-of-plane motion. This

doubt is resolved if one considers the effect of the in-plane magnetic field to the usual

Hamiltonian under effective mass language [8, 37]. The Ref.[37] shows that if we

define Φ ≡ e
~Bin−planeλz where λz is the effective width of 2DEG, the quasi-two-

dimensional Hamiltonian is modified as follows:

Heff
2D =

p2
‖

2m
+

p2
⊥

2m(1 + Φ2)
+ V2D(r)

, where p‖ and p⊥ indicate the parallel and perpendicular component of in-plane mo-

mentum with respect to the Bin−plane. For our device, λz ≈ 10nm and Bin−plane ≈

500mT, yielding Φ2 ≈ 5 × 10−3. Therefore, we can first neglect the orbital effect

induced by in-plane magnetic field, and treat 〈r|1〉 and 〈r|2〉 as an eigenstate of the

two-dimensional Harmonic oscillator. Henceforth, while incorporating the magnetic

field into the Hamiltonian, the magnetic field is assumed to affect only the spin states.

However, the aforementioned ground states alone do not form an orthonormal dou-

blet, which is quite cumbersome while formulating the Hamiltonian. Therefore, we set

up the orthonormal orbital basis set, which is chosen to be the Wannier orbital as fol-
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lows [38, 39]:

|L〉 =
1√

1− 2sg + g2
(|1〉 − g |2〉)

|R〉 =
1√

1− 2sg + g2
(|2〉 − g |1〉)

Also, since we are planning to include |T (2, 0)〉, we also introduce excited Wannier

state localized at the left.

|E〉 =
1√

1− 2s′g′ + g′2

(
|1〉ES − g

′ |2〉ES
)

If we assume 〈2|1〉ES = 0, the final orthonormal orbital triplet becomes {|L〉 . |R〉 , |E〉}.

Having identified with the relevant orbital states, we now move on to the spin

states. The canonical choice of the spin state was |S(1, 1)〉, |T (1, 1)〉, and |S(2, 0)〉,

but we incorporate |T (2, 0)〉 to examine the far outside of the PSB regime. Thus the

relevant orbital states can be expressed as follows:

|S(1, 1)〉orb =
1√
2

(|L〉 |R〉+ |R〉 |L〉)

|T (1, 1)〉orb =
1√
2

(|L〉 |R〉 − |R〉 |L〉)

|S(2, 0)〉orb = |L〉 |L〉

|T (2, 0)〉orb =
1√
2

(|L〉 |E〉 − |E〉 |L〉)

We next formulate the effective Hamiltonian by splitting the Hamiltonian into the

four parts: (1) “orbital Hamiltonian” Horb, which couples only with the orbital states,

(2) “spin Hamiltonian” HZ , which couple spin states with the external magnetic field

or hyperfine field, (3) “spin-orbit Hamiltonian”HSO, which results from the spin-orbit

interaction, and (4) “detuning Hamiltonian” Hdetune, which contains the detuning ε

that controlled throughout the experiment.

If we denote h1(2) the hamiltonian having |L〉 and |E〉 (|R〉) as an eigenvector with

the eigenvalue Eg and Ee(Eg), the residual term must the sum of the deviation of the
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potential from the harmonized ones W and the electron-electron repulsion C. Thus,

the orbital Hamiltonian can be written in the following form.

Horb = h1 + h2 +W + C

We first set 〈S(1, 1)| (W + C) |S(1, 1)〉 as the zero-point energy and express the

relevant terms in the Hamiltonian as follows:

U1 ≡〈RR| (W + C) |RR〉

U2 ≡〈LR| (W + C) |LR〉 − 〈LR| (W + C) |RL〉

U3 ≡〈LE| (W + C) |LE〉 − 〈LE| (W + C) |EL〉

t1 ≡− 〈R|h |L〉 −
1

2
(〈LR| (W + C) |LR〉 − 〈LR| (W + C) |RL〉)

t2 ≡− 〈T (1, 1)|(h1 + h2 + V12)|T (2, 0)〉+ 〈S(1, 1)| (W + C) |S(1, 1)〉

Exploiting these values, the Hamiltonian can be expressed in the following matrix form

under the basis set of {|S(2, 0)〉 , |S(1, 1)〉 |T (1, 1)〉 , |T (2, 0)〉}.

Horb =


2Eg + U1 −

√
2t1 0 0

−
√

2t1 2Eg 0 0

0 0 2Eg + U2 −t2

0 0 −t2 Eg + Ee + U3


We next evaluate the spin Hamiltonian, which contains the terms originating from

the Zeeman interaction and the hyperfine interaction with the GaAs nucleus. The Zee-

man interaction, a dipolar interaction between the external magnetic field and the mag-

netic dipole moment originating from the spin angular momentum, is−geffµBBext ·S.

The spin Hamiltonian, in addition, includes the hyperfine interaction, which is

basically a Fermi-contact interaction between the electron in the QD and the nucleus

of the GaAs. Therefore, the overall hyperfine interaction in each spin component can

be expressed as follows [28, 35, 39]:

Hhyperfine =
∑
n,i

An |ψi(Rn)|2 In · Si
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where i ∈ {L,R}, An specifies the hyperfine coupling constant, and |ψ(Rn)|2 is the

electron density at the nucleus potision Rn. In our situation, the total spin S is the sum

of the spins of the electron localized at the left SL and the right SR. Thus the total spin

Hamiltonian can be rewritten as follows:

Hspin = −geffµBS ·Bext +
∑
n,i

An |ψi(Rn)|2 In · Si

= −
∑
i

(
geffµBB−

∑
n

An |ψi(Rn)|2 In

)
· Si

As directly noticeable from its form, the Overhauser field that couples with the elec-

tron spin operator Si is a sum of the individual nuclear spin operator In, and thus

not a scalar but rather a quantum operator. However, if we note that the time scale of

a Landau-Zener type quantum operation is much shorter than the characteristic time

scale of the nuclear spin dynamics, the Overhauser field can be regarded as a qua-

sistatic classical variable [39]. Thus, we introduce a new variable b, an effective mag-

netic field that couples with the electron spin and express the spin Hamiltonian into

the following form.

Hspin = bL · SL + bR · SR

Meanwhile, since we are interested in the field gradient enabled mixing, we rede-

fine the mean b̄ and the difference δb of the magnetic field at the left and the right as

was in [39]:

b̄ ≡ bL + bR
2

δb ≡ bL − bR
2

Under these variables, the spin Hamiltonian reads the following form:

Hspin = −b̄ · (SL + SR)− δb · (SL − SR)

The inclusion of spin Hamiltonian enforces us to consider three types of triplet

states, namely, T+, T−, and T0. Furthermore, noticing that the location of the electron
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in |T (2, 0)〉 and in |T (1, 1)〉, the location of each electron can be emphasized by a

subscript such that we have the following form for spin compartments.

χ (T+(2, 0)) = |↑〉L |↑〉L , χ (T0(2, 0)) =
1√
2

(|↑〉L |↓〉L + |↑〉L |↓〉L) , χ (T−(2, 0)) = |↓〉L |↓〉L

χ (T+(1, 1)) = |↑〉L |↑〉R , χ (T0(1, 1)) =
1√
2

(|↑〉L |↓〉R + |↑〉L |↓〉R) , χ (T−(1, 1)) = |↓〉L |↓〉R

The spin Hamiltonians under these basis sets are collectively expressed as follows

(refer to the Appendix for a detailed calculation).

Hspin =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1√

2
(δbx+iδby) δbz − 1√

2
(δbx−iδby) 0 0 0

0 1√
2

(δbx−iδby) −b̄z 1√
2

(b̄x−ib̄y) 0 0 0 0

0 δbz
1√
2

(b̄x+ib̄y) 0 1√
2

(b̄x+ib̄y) 0 0 0

0 − 1√
2

(δbx+iδby) 0 1√
2

(b̄x−ib̄y) b̄z 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 −(b̄z+δbz) 1√
2

(b̄x−ib̄y+δbx−iδby) 0

0 0 0 0 0 1√
2

(b̄x+ib̄y+δbx+iδby) 0 1√
2

(b̄x+ib̄y+δbx+iδby)

0 0 0 0 0 0 1√
2

(b̄x−ib̄y+δbx−iδby) b̄z+δbz



In addition to the magnetic field originating from the Zeeman coupling and the

hyperfine coupling with the host nucleus, a coupling exists between the electron spin

and the magnetic field relativistically induced by an orbital motion, which is so-called

spin-orbit coupling. Since we are dealing with the 2DEG formed at the heterostruc-

ture interface, the 2DEG experiences a spin-orbit coupling originating from the bro-

ken inversion symmetry along the axis perpendicular to the interface. In addition to

this Rashba spin-orbit coupling, the electrons in QD also experience a spin-orbit cou-

pling originating from the bulk inversion asymmetry of the host material, which is

called Dresselhaus spin-orbit coupling [38]. If we set fD for a Dresselhaus spin-orbit

coupling constant and fR for a Rashba spin-orbit coupling constant, the spin-orbit in-

teraction term for an electron confined in the plane perpendicular to the [001] axis can

be expressed as follows [38, 39]:

HSO =fD (−pxσx + pyσy) + fR (pxσy − pyσx)

=
(
(fD − fR) p[110]ê[1̄10] + (fD + fR) p[1̄10]ê[110]

)
· ~S
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where x and y directions are chosen to be along the crystallographic directions [100]

and [010], respectively.

In the experiment, the double dot array is aligned to either of [110] or [1̄10] axis.

Also, we are approximating orbital states to be the eigenstates of the two-dimensional

harmonic well. Thus, in terms of second quantized operators, the spin-orbit Hamilto-

nian can be written in the following form [38, 39].

HSO =
i

2
P ·
∑
a,b

(c†Laσ
abcRb − c†Rbσ

bacLa)

Here, iP ≡ 〈L|
(
(fD − fR) p[110]ê[1̄10] + (fD + fR) p[1̄10]ê[110]

)
|R〉. Therefore, the

coupling only occurs between |S(2, 0)〉 and |T0(1, 1)〉 as follows (refer to the Ap-

pendix for a detailed calculation).

〈S(2, 0)|
∑
a,b

(c†Laσ
ab
z cRb − c

†
Rbσ

ba
z cLa) |T0(1, 1)〉 =

√
2

To sum up, the final form of Hamiltonian in the absence of detuning bias is expressed

as follows.

H ′ = Horb +Hspin +HSO =

2Eg+U1 −
√

2t1 0 −iP
√

2
2 0 0 0 0

−
√

2t1 2Eg
1√
2

(δbx+iδby) δbz − 1√
2

(δbx−iδby) 0 0 0

0 1√
2

(δbx−iδby) 2Eg+U2−b̄z 1√
2

(b̄x−ib̄y) 0 −t2 0 0

iP
√

2
2 δbz

1√
2

(b̄x+ib̄y) 2Eg+U2
1√
2

(b̄x+ib̄y) 0 −t2 0

0 − 1√
2

(δbx+iδby) 0 1√
2

(b̄x−ib̄y) 2Eg+U2+b̄z 0 0 −t2
0 0 −t2 0 0 Eg+Ee+U3−(b̄z+δbz) 1√

2
(b̄x−ib̄y+δbx−iδby) 0

0 0 0 −t2 0 1√
2

(b̄x+ib̄y+δbx+iδby) Eg+Ee+U3
1√
2

(b̄x+ib̄y+δbx+iδby)

0 0 0 0 −t2 0 1√
2

(b̄x−ib̄y+δbx−iδby) Eg+Ee+U3+b̄z+δbz



Before finally incorporating the detuning effect, we discuss the transformation

of the quantization axis. As we measure the evolution of ∆Bz by the change in the

Rabi oscillation frequency, the basis is better to be transformed to diagonalize the spin

Hamiltonian. The diagonalization of each triplet block results in the following form of

the Hamiltonian.

H ′ = Horb +Hspin +HSO =
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2Eg+U1 −
√

2t1 −iP2 sinϕ −iP
√

2
2

cosϕ iP
2

sinϕ 0 0 0

−
√

2t1 2Eg A B C 0 0 0

iP
2

sinϕ A∗ 2Eg+U2−b̄ 0 0 −t2 0 0

iP
√

2
2

cosϕ B∗ 0 2Eg+U2 0 0 −t2 0

−iP
2

sinϕ C∗ 0 0 2Eg+U2+b̄ 0 0 −t2
0 0 −t2 0 0 Eg+Ee+U3−(b̄+δbz) 0 0

0 0 0 −t2 0 0 Eg+Ee+U3 0

0 0 0 0 −t2 0 0 Eg+Ee+U3+b̄+δbz


Here, A, B, and C are defined as follows:

A =
1√
2

(iδby − δbx cosϕ+ δbz sinϕ)

B = (δbx sinϕ+ δbz cosϕ)

C =
1√
2

(iδby + δbx cosϕ− δbz sinϕ)

Finally, we add the effect of the detuning bias. As the CI model suggests, we can

regard the electrostatic effect as separate from other terms. Thus we add the detuning

bias term to the diagonal components by adding 1
2ε to (1,1) terms and subtracting the

same value to (2,0) terms. Consequently, denoting the angle between b̄ and the spin-

orbit field ~P by ϕ, the final form of the Hamiltonian reads the following form.

H = Hdetune +Horb +Hspin +HSO =

2Eg+U1− 1
2 ε −

√
2t1 −iP2 sinϕ −iP

√
2

2 cosϕ iP2 sinϕ 0 0 0

−
√

2t1 2Eg+ 1
2 ε A B C 0 0 0

iP2 sinϕ A∗ 2Eg+U2−b̄+ 1
2 ε 0 0 −t2 0 0

iP
√

2
2 cosϕ B∗ 0 2Eg+U2+ 1

2 ε 0 0 −t2 0

−iP2 sinϕ C∗ 0 0 2Eg+U2+b̄+ 1
2 ε 0 0 −t2

0 0 −t2 0 0 Eg+Ee+U3−(b̄+δbz)− 1
2 ε 0 0

0 0 0 −t2 0 0 Eg+Ee+U3− 1
2 ε 0

0 0 0 0 −t2 0 0 Eg+Ee+U3+b̄+δbz− 1
2 ε


As of now, we denote this final form of the effective Hamiltonian as H .

5.3 Simulation Results and Discussion

In this section, we present the simulation result based on the Hamiltonian derived in

the previous section. The simulation results provided in this section were performed

with the QuTiP toolbox [20].
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Figure 5.2: (a) A schematic illustration of a detuning axis. The direction of the axis is

chosen to have 0 at the line connecting the triple points such that ε is positive at (2,0)

regime and vice versa. (b)The energy configuration of each eigenstate as a function

of detuning. The grey dotted line marks the boundary between PSB and EST, and

each region is filled with green and blue colors, respectively. The anticrossing occurs

because of the mixing originating from the field gradient and the spin-orbit coupling.

Since we added 1
2ε to (1,1) terms, the eigenstates with more (2,0) weight are more

stable if the ε is positive. Thus, when the energy diagram is plotted along the detuning

axis as shown in Fig. 5.2-(a), the eigenstates can be labeled in the order of |S(2, 0)〉,

|T (2, 0)〉, |S(1, 1)〉, |T (1, 1)〉 at the EST regime, and vice versa.

We first revisit the experimental situation where we found the parking-position-

dependent bidirectional nuclear polarization. In the experiment, we first applied a

square Rabi pulse to the state intended to be prepared as a |S(2, 0)〉 state. The change

in nuclear polarization is observed as a gradual increase or decrease of the observed

Rabi oscillation, depending on the parking position of the Rabi pulse.

The simulation is conducted to reproduce the observed experimental results by

mimicking a square Rabi pulse we applied during the measurement. However, because

of the computational limitation, we focused on the evolution of each state within the

time scale of a single Rabi pulse. Thus, we input the time-dependent Rabi pulse term to
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the detuning ε of the total Hamiltonian H and solved the time-dependent Schödinger

equation to calculate the change in the triplet states. Also, the detuning is redefined

such that the location of the single anticrossing is 0 µeV

We next discuss the parameters of the total Hamiltonian H we derived in the pre-

vious section. Since our purpose is to reproduce the observed bidirectional nuclear

polarization with as similar experimental conditions as possible, the total Hamilto-

nian H parameters are extracted from the experimental results. Also, we subtracted

the relevant diagonal term from the total Hamiltonian such that only the overall triplet

anticrossing offset remains to consider. From the experimental result, we measured

that 25 GHz ≈ 103.5 µeV for the anticrossing offset. Similarly, we also obtained a

tunnel coupling constant from the broadening of the stability diagram signal from the

step function, where we found t1 ≈ 4.94 GHz and t2 ≈ 10 GHz. Also, we assumed

the situation where the initial field gradient by the Overhauser field is negligible. The

micromagnet field was obtained from the simulation, the net field b̄ and the above-

defined field gradient δb of the micromagnet being (40 mT, 47.5 mT, 80 mT) and

(10 mT, 12.5 mT, 20 mT) respectively. The spin-orbit coupling strength is obtained

from the Ref.[26]. The overall energy diagram is plotted in Fig. 5.2-(b), which clearly

shows the 103.5 µeV anticrossing offset of the T (2, 0) states, as well as other minor

anticrossing caused by field gradient, tunnel coupling, and spin-orbit coupling. Note

that, as discussed in Chapter 3, the PSB regime is defined by the locations of single

and triplet anticrossings.

First, we investigate the time evolution of the eigenstate with the modest sweeping

condition, with the Rabi pulse having a rise time of 600 ps and width of 5 ns. The

initial state was set to be the eigenstate of the total Hamiltonian H with the highest

S(2, 0) weight, which will simply be called S(2, 0). The parking position of the pulse

was set to 60 µeV for PSB and 130 µeV for EST.

Fig. 5.3 shows the results of the simulation. Each figure shows the time evolution of

the excited states, with the corresponding Rabi pulse at the upper side of each plot. The
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Table 5.1: Values used for the Hamiltonian parameters.

Parameters Values Parameters Values

T (2, 0) offset 25 GHz δbz 20 mT

t1 4.94 GHz b̄x 40 mT

t2 10 GHz b̄y 47.5 mT

δbx 10 mT b̄z 80 mT

δby 12.5 mT P 461 neV

yellow background-like profile appears with the detuning far inside the (2,0) regime,

indicating the fast oscillation of the S(2,0) state expected from the energy diagram

of Fig. 5.2 directly. The triplet probabilities that result from the Landau-Zener type

transition are as low as on the order of 10−4. The nominal difference between the

results with EST- and PSB-parked Rabi pulses is the T+(1, 1) and T+(2, 0) population.

The PSB-parked Rabi pulse shows the T+(1, 1) population is higher than that of the

T+(2, 0), while the EST-parked Rabi pulse shows the opposite situation. Also, the

EST-parked Rabi pulse shows a notably higher T−(1, 1) population compared to the

PSB-parked Rabi pulse.

Based on this result, we first discuss the effect of T+(2, 0) and T+(1, 1) states on

the nuclear polarization. Since nuclear mediated hyperfine interaction exists only be-

tween S(1, 1) and T (1, 1) as calculated in the previous section, the hyperfine mediated

nuclear spin-flip occurs only when S(1, 1) ↔ T (1, 1). In other words, the hyperfine

mediated coupling between T (2, 0) and other states does not exist, and hence there

is no concomitant nuclear polarization in the course of {T (1, 1), S(1, 1), S(2, 0)} ↔

T (2, 0) polarization. Thus, we claim that the change in the triplet population dP ≡

∆P (T+(1, 1)) −∆P (T−(1, 1)) is proportional to the degree of the nuclear polariza-

tion, even though most of them does not affect the hyperfine-induced nuclear spin flip.

Specifically, we assume that the positive dP results in the S-pumping-like effects and
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Figure 5.3: The time-dependence of the expectation value of each basis when the

S(2,0) was evolved by the Rabi pulse shown in the upper figures. The pulse was parked

at 130 µeV for EST (a) and at 60 µeV for PSB (b).

the negative dP in the T+-pumping-like effects. .

Based on this premise, we plotted the simulated dP in Fig 5.4-(a) under a sin-

gle Rabi pulse to investigate the magnetic field and the parking position dependence

simulatneously. The aforementioned parameters was used in the simulation. The spin-

funnel-like signal is manifested as a dark red signal, which represents the location of

S(1, 1)-T (1, 1) anticrossing at the (2, 0) regime. Notably, a negative dP signal appears

at the detuning below the S(1, 1)-T (1, 1) anticrossing, and the region with a negative

dP diminishes with the increasing magnetic field. The line-cut plotted in Fig. 5.4-(b)

shows this tendency clearly: at 100mT, the negative dP appears, and its magnitude

overrides that of the positive dP appearing at the detuning above the S(1, 1)-T (1, 1)
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Figure 5.4: (a) The color plot of dP change under a single Rabi pulse. The spin-funnel

signal is manifested as a dark red signal. The orange dotted lines mark the location for

the left line-cut plot. (b) The line-cut plot of Fig. 5.3-(a). Although there is no notable

difference between EST and PSB regimes at 500mT, a clear difference is observed at

100mT.

anticrossing, while at 500mT the negative dP does not appear at the PSB regime but

right before the S(1, 1)-T (1, 1) with much smaller magnitude. We highlight that al-

though the simulation result does not exactly match with the experimental result, it

succeeds in mimicking the analogous behavior of dP under the low magnetic field.

The importance of incorporating T (2, 0) states can also be noticed if one compares

the simulation result obtained in the absence of the T (2, 0). Fig. 5.5-(a) shows the en-

ergy diagram calculated from the reduced Hamiltonian, which is obtained from H by

eradicating T (2, 0) related terms. Based on this energy configuration, the population

change at Bext = 500mT under the Rabi pulse with the same ramp, and the pulse

time is investigated in Fig. 5.5-(b). Unlike the T (2, 0)-incorporated case, the positive

T+(1, 1) change overrides that of T−(1, 1). This stark difference suggests that when

T (2, 0) state is neglected, the positive dP value appears regardless of the detuning and

magnetic field value.
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Figure 5.5: (a) The energy diagram of a reduced Hamiltonian containing only S and

T (1, 1) states. (b) The time-dependence of the expectation value of T±(1, 1) states.

The simulation was conducted with the 100mT with the same parameters, but no no-

table population inversion is observed. (c) The color plot of dP change under a single

Rabi pulse. The spin-funnel signal is manifested as a dark red signal, but no clear re-

versal appears. The orange dotted lines mark the location for the left line-cut plot. (b)

The line-cut plot of Fig. 5.3-(a). Neither line-cut shows dP reversal, indicating that

T (2, 0) included dynamics is crucial in the T+ pumping effect in the PSB regime.
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To investigate this different tendency, we plotted the dP colormap as a function of

the external field Bext and the detuning ε in Fi. 5.5-(c). The colormap also reveals the

S-T+(1, 1) anticrossing as a spin-funnel-like signal, but in this case, no notable change

appears across the anticrossing. Also, the negative dP region disappeared, indicating

that the population change dP does not match the observed T+-pumping effect near

the PSB regime when T (2, 0) states are neglected. Indeed, when the line-cuts in Fig.

5.5-(d) are compared to that in Fig. 5.4-(b), one can notice the dP sign reversal near

the anticrossing has disappeared with the increased overall magnitude of dP .

Having investigated the importance of T (2, 0) states, we next explore the dP under

the Rabi pulse with the actual experimental situation, where the pulse had the rise time

of 200 ps, the width of 5 ns, and the amplitude of 1400 µeV. The colormap in Fig. 5.6-

(a) shows the dP under the single Rabi pulse. Notably, the negative pumping regime

increased even to extend near 700mT, which did not appear with the Rabi pulse with

the modest ramp and amplitude. The line-cut plotted in Fig. 5.6-(b) clearly shows this

change, with the dP reversal near the anticrossing point even at 500 mT, which does

not appear in Fig. 5.4-(b). In addition to this change in dP reversal, the magnitude

change of dP is also notable. For instance, compared to the line-cut in Fig. 5.4-(b),

it is observable that the dP change in the EST regime outside the anticrossing point

increased significantly. This dP change is also manifested in the color map, with the

overall brightness decrease compared to Fig. 5.4-(a).

Furthermore, a similar dP reversal near the anticrossing is also observed even

when the simulation was done with the zero pulse width, i.e., the pulse with an only

nonadiabatic sweep. Fig. 5.6-(c) shows the dP under the pulse with zero width with

the same amplitude and the rise time, whose line-cut is plotted in Fig. 5.6-(d). This

result indicates that a sudden ‘nonadiabatic’ pumping scheme is also possible,

Although the above tendencies qualitatively agree with the observation, however,

the increase of the positive dP near the EST regime seems at a glance contradictory

to the experimental data suggested in Fig. 5.1-(c,d); in Fig 5.1-(d), the DNP rate of
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Figure 5.6: (a) The color plot of dP change under a single Rabi pulse. The clear re-

versal appears. The orange dotted lines mark the location for the left line-cut plot. (b)

The line-cut plot of Fig. 5.3-(a). Neither of line-cut shows dP reversal, indicating that

T (2, 0) included dynamics is crucial in the T+ pumping effect in PSB regime. (c) The

color plot of dP change under a single Rabi pulse with zero pulse width. The orange

dotted lines mark the location for the left line-cut plot. (d) The line-cut plot of Fig.

5.3-(c).
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the Rabi pulse parked at the PSB regime is much faster than that at the EST regime,

indicating that the magnitude of dP in PSB must be greater than that in EST. However,

we note that in the course of the simulation, we investigated the population change

under the single Rabi pulse, such that the long-term dynamics such as a nuclear spin

diffusion is not considered [31]. Since the pulse period is higher in EST than in PSB

due to the tunneling-based initialization and measurement process, the pumped nuclear

spin is more likely to be affected by long-term dynamics. More analysis on the long-

term nuclear spin dynamics must be incorporated to explain the experimental result

fully.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

Throughout the thesis, we discussed the anomalous nuclear spin polarization effect of

a nonadiabatic Rabi pulse. The proposed Hamiltonian suggests that the excited state

incorporated scenario partly explains the parking position-dependent bidirectional nu-

clear polarization despite the experimental and theoretical subtlety. Furthermore, the

simulation revealed that when we incorporate the T (2, 0) states, the resultant dP re-

verses its sign near the S-T+(1, 1) anticrossing in (2,0) regime, which is consonant

with the observed polarization tendency of the square pulse. Although this informa-

tion alone is insufficient to explain the experimental results fully, it sheds light on the

importance of T (2, 0) states when the pulse is parked outside the PSB regime.

The computational investigation conducted in this thesis, however, is oversimpli-

fied to justify the experimental observation fully. Not to mention that the investigated

time scale of the dynamics is too short, the complex dipolar interaction between nu-

cleus spin is not considered. The incorporation of long-term dynamics such as nuclear

spin diffusion must be crucial in the nuclear polarization in the EST regime since the

time scale of the pulse application is much longer due to the longer initialization time.
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Appendix A

Hamiltonian Parameter Calculation

First, we give the calculation process for the −b̄ · (SL + SR) part of the spin Hamil-

tonian discussed in Chapter 5. In case of triplet (1,1), the calculation can be done as

follows.〈
T+|b̄ · (SL + SR)|T0

〉
=

1√
2
〈↑↑| b̄ · (SL + SR)|(|↑↓〉+ |↓↑〉)

=
1√
2
〈↑↑|

(
bx ·

1

2
|↑↑〉+ bx ·

1

2
|↑↑〉 − by ·

i

2
|↑↑〉 − by ·

i

2
|↑↑〉

)
=

1√
2

(bx − iby)

On the other hand, in case of triplet (2,0), the calculation is as follows.〈
T+|b̄ · (SL + SR)|T0

〉
=

1√
2
〈↑↑| b̄ · (SL,1 + SL,2)|(|↑↓〉+ |↓↑〉)

=
1√
2
〈↑↑|

(
bx ·

1

2
|↑↑〉+ bx ·

1

2
|↑↑〉 − by ·

i

2
|↑↑〉 − by ·

i

2
|↑↑〉

)
=

1√
2

(bx − iby)

Next, we give the calculation for the−δb ·(SL−SR) part of the spin Hamiltonian.

In case of triplet (1,1), the calculation can be done as follows.〈
T+|δb · (SL − SR)|T0

〉
=

1√
2
〈↑↑| δb · (SL − SR)|(|↑↓〉+ |↓↑〉)

=
1√
2
〈↑↑|

(
δbx ·

1

2
|↑↑〉 − δbx ·

1

2
|↑↑〉 − δby ·

i

2
|↑↑〉+ δby ·

i

2
|↑↑〉

)
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= 0

On the other hand, in case of triplet (2,0), the calculation is as follows.

〈
T+|δb · (SL − SR)|T0

〉
=

1√
2
〈↑↑| δb · (SL,1 + SL,2)|(|↑↓〉+ |↓↑〉)

=
1√
2
〈↑↑|

(
δbx ·

1

2
|↑↑〉+ δbx ·

1

2
|↑↑〉 − δby ·

i

2
|↑↑〉 − δby ·

i

2
|↑↑〉

)
=

1√
2

(δbx − iδby)

We next suggest the calculation for the spin-orbit Hamiltonian. First, we express

bases in terms of second quantization formalism.

S(2, 0) = c†L↑c
†
L↓ |0〉

S(1, 1) =
1√
2

(c†L↑c
†
R↓ − c

†
L↓c
†
R↑) |0〉

T0(1, 1) =
1√
2

(c†L↑c
†
R↓ + c†L↓c

†
R↑) |0〉

T+(1, 1) = c†L↑c
†
R↑ |0〉

T−(1, 1) = c†L↓c
†
R↓ |0〉

From the canonical commutation relation of the Fermionic operators, the calculation

can be done as follows,

〈S(2, 0)|
∑
a,b

(c†Laσ
ab
z cRb − c

†
Rbσ

ba
z cLa) |T0(1, 1)〉

=
1√
2

(〈0| cL↓cL↑)
∑
a,b

(c†Laσ
ab
z cRb − c

†
Rbσ

ba
z cLa)(c

†
L↑c
†
R↓ + c†L↓c

†
R↑) |0〉

=
1√
2
〈0| (cL↓cL↑c†L↓σ

↓↓cR↓c
†
L↑c
†
R↓ + cL↓cL↑c

†
L↑σ

↑↑cR↑c
†
L↓c
†
R↑) |0〉

=
√

2

〈S(2, 0)|
∑
a,b

(c†Laσ
ab
z cRb − c

†
Rbσ

ba
z cLa) |T+(1, 1)〉

= (〈0| cL↓cL↑)
∑
a,b

(c†Laσ
ab
z cRb − c

†
Rbσ

ba
z cLa)c

†
L↑c
†
R↑ |0〉
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= 〈0| cL↓cL↑c†L↓σ
↓↑cR↑c

†
L↑c
†
R↑ |0〉

= 0
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Appendix B

Python Code

1. Python code for plotting an energy diagram

1 %matplotlib inline

2 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

3 import matplotlib as mpl

4 import numpy as np

5 from qutip import *

6 from IPython.display import display, clear_output

7 import time

8

9 w=lambda x : x*2*np.pi

10 u2g=lambda x : x/4.14

11 b2u=lambda x : x*57.8*0.44

12

13 #Energy Spectrum Calculator

14 def ecalc(H_detuning, H_coupling, energy_array):

15 evals_mat=np.zeros((len(energy_array),H_detuning.shape[0]))

16 elist=energy_array.tolist()

17 for e in elist:

18 H=w(u2g(e))*H_detuning+H_coupling

19 energy, states=H.eigenstates()

20 evals_mat[elist.index(e)]=np.real(energy)

21 return evals_mat

22

23 #500mT

24 #bz=100mT, 60mt

25 #bx=50, 30

26 #by=55, 40

27 # g = -0.44

28 # mu = 57.883818012 #[$\mu$eV/T]

29 # Assumption : the 0.5T field is along the SO axis###########

30

31 ###Hamiltonian Params #######################################

32 tc1 = w(7)/np.sqrt(2) # tunneling constant (GHz)
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33 tc2 = w(10) # tunneling constant (GHz)

34 E = w(25) #Detuning Offset for Tiplet Anticrossing

35 epslist = np.linspace(-75,125,1901) # detuning list ($\mu$eV)

36 # unit conversion is done below

37 #############################################################

38

39 ###########magnetic field difference by micromagnet##########

40 dBz = w(u2g(b2u(0.1-0.06)))/2

41 dBx = w(u2g(b2u(0.050-0.030)))/2

42 dBy = w(u2g(b2u(0.055-0.040)))/2

43 #############################################################

44

45 ###External Applied Field B = 0.5 # [T]######################

46 exbraw=0.5

47 exBz = w(u2g(b2u(exbraw)))

48 micBz = w(u2g(b2u(0.08)))

49 Bz=micBz+exBz

50 Bx = w(u2g(b2u(0.04)))

51 By = w(u2g(b2u(0.0475)))

52 ##############################################################

53

54 ###Effective Magnetic Field by SO Coupling####################

55 Omega = w(u2g(0.461)) ##Ref: ncomms8682.

56 ##############################################################

57

58 ###Overhauser field###########################################

59 h=w(u2g(b2u(0))) ##Assuming the initially negligible Overhauser field

60 dh=w(u2g(b2u(0)))

61 ##############################################################

62

63 ###Net Magnetic Field########################################

64 dB=np.sqrt(dBz**2+dBx**2+dBy**2)

65 B=np.sqrt(Bx**2+Bz**2+By**2)-h#minus sign implemented to follow the convention of PRB 075416##

66 #############################################################

67

68 ###Angle Between SO Field and Net Magnetic Field#############

69 Phi=abs(np.arccos(Bz/B))

70 #############################################################

71

72 #############################################################

73 H1= Qobj(np.array([[-1/2, 0 ,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0],

74 [0, 1/2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0],

75 [0, 0, 1/2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0],

76 [0, 0, 0, 1/2, 0, 0, 0, 0],

77 [0, 0, 0, 0, 1/2, 0, 0, 0],

78 [0, 0, 0, 0, 0,-1/2, 0, 0],

79 [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1/2, 0],

80 [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1/2]]))

81 #diagonal term halved & transposed Hamiltonian must be added

82 H0 = Qobj(np.array([[0, -np.sqrt(2)*tc1 ,-(1j)*Omega*np.sin(Phi)/2,

-(1j)/np.sqrt(2)*Omega*np.sin(Phi), (1j)*Omega*np.sin(Phi)/2, 0, 0, 0], #1↪→
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83 [0, 0, 1/np.sqrt(2)*((1j)*dBy-dBx*np.cos(Phi)+dBz*np.sin(Phi)),

(dBx*np.sin(Phi)+dBz*np.cos(Phi)),

1/np.sqrt(2)*((1j)*dBy+dBx*np.cos(Phi)-dBz*np.sin(Phi)), 0, 0, 0],#2

↪→

↪→

84 [0, 0, -B/2, 0, 0, -tc2, 0, 0],#3

85 [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -tc2, 0],#4

86 [0, 0, 0, 0, +B/2, 0, 0, -tc2],#5

87 [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -(B+dB)/2 + E/2, 0, 0],#6

88 [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, E/2, 0],#7

89 [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, E/2+(B+dB)/2]]))#8

90 #############################################################

91

92 elist=np.linspace(-100, 200, 1001)

93 evals_mat = ecalc(H1, H0+H0.dag(), elist)

94 fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize = (5,6))

95 result=evals_mat.transpose()

96 colorlist=['r', 'orange', 'magenta', 'g', 'c', 'b', 'purple', 'black']

97 for i in range(8):

98 ax.plot(elist, (result[i]) *1/ (2*np.pi), colorlist[i])

99

100 fig.patch.set_facecolor('white')

101 ax.set_xlabel('eps ($\mu$eV)')

102 ax.set_ylabel('Eigenenergies (GHz)')

103 ax.set_title('Energy spectrum')

104 ax.axvline(0)
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2. Python code for investigating population variation

1 \%matplotlib inline

2 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

3 import matplotlib as mpl

4 import numpy as np

5 from qutip import *

6 from IPython.display import display, clear_output

7 import time

8

9 w=lambda x : x*2*np.pi

10 u2g=lambda x : x/4.14

11 b2u=lambda x : x*57.8*0.44

12

13 #Initial (unperturbed...(?)) nuclear magnetic field (mean&difference ˜ 10ˆ0 mT)

14 #500mT

15 #bz=100mT, 60mt

16 #bx=50, 30

17 #by=55, 40

18 # g = -0.44

19 # mu = 57.883818012 #[$\mu$eV/T]

20 # Assumption : the 0.5T field is along the SO axis###########

21

22 ###Hamiltonian Params #######################################

23 tc1 = w(7)/np.sqrt(2) # tunneling constant (GHz)

24 tc2 = w(10) # tunneling constant (GHz)

25 E = w(25) #Detuning Offset for Tiplet Anticrossing

26 epslist = np.linspace(-75,125,1901) # detuning list ($\mu$eV)

27 # unit conversion is done below

28 #############################################################

29

30 ###########magnetic field difference by micromagnet##########

31 dBz = w(u2g(b2u(0.1-0.06)))/2

32 dBx = w(u2g(b2u(0.050-0.030)))/2

33 dBy = w(u2g(b2u(0.055-0.040)))/2

34 #############################################################

35

36 ###External Applied Field B = 0.5 # [T]######################

37 exbraw=0.5

38 exBz = w(u2g(b2u(exbraw)))

39 micBz = w(u2g(b2u(0.08)))

40 Bz=micBz+exBz

41 Bx = w(u2g(b2u(0.04)))

42 By = w(u2g(b2u(0.0475)))

43 ##############################################################

44

45 ###Effective Magnetic Field by SO Coupling####################

46 Omega = w(u2g(0.461)) ##Ref: ncomms8682.

47 ##############################################################

48

49 ###Overhauser field###########################################

50 h=w(u2g(b2u(0))) ##Since the Overhauser field is initially negligible

51 dh=w(u2g(b2u(0)))

52 ##############################################################
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53

54 ###Net Magnetic Field########################################

55 dB=np.sqrt(dBz**2+dBx**2+dBy**2)

56 B=np.sqrt(Bx**2+Bz**2+By**2)-h#minus sign implemented to follow the convention of PRB 075416##

57 #############################################################

58

59 ###Angle Between SO Field and Net Magnetic Field#############

60 Phi=abs(np.arccos(Bz/B))

61 #############################################################

62

63 #############################################################

64 H1= Qobj(np.array([[-1/2, 0 ,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0],

65 [0, 1/2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0],

66 [0, 0, 1/2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0],

67 [0, 0, 0, 1/2, 0, 0, 0, 0],

68 [0, 0, 0, 0, 1/2, 0, 0, 0],

69 [0, 0, 0, 0, 0,-1/2, 0, 0],

70 [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1/2, 0],

71 [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1/2]]))

72 #diagonal term halved & transposed Hamiltonian must be added

73 H0 = Qobj(np.array([[0, -np.sqrt(2)*tc1 ,-(1j)*Omega*np.sin(Phi)/2,

-(1j)/np.sqrt(2)*Omega*np.sin(Phi), (1j)*Omega*np.sin(Phi)/2, 0, 0, 0], #1↪→

74 [0, 0, 1/np.sqrt(2)*((1j)*dBy-dBx*np.cos(Phi)+dBz*np.sin(Phi)),

(dBx*np.sin(Phi)+dBz*np.cos(Phi)),

1/np.sqrt(2)*((1j)*dBy+dBx*np.cos(Phi)-dBz*np.sin(Phi)), 0, 0, 0],#2

↪→

↪→

75 [0, 0, -B/2, 0, 0, -tc2, 0, 0],#3

76 [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -tc2, 0],#4

77 [0, 0, 0, 0, +B/2, 0, 0, -tc2],#5

78 [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -(B+dB)/2 + E/2, 0, 0],#6

79 [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, E/2, 0],#7

80 [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, E/2+(B+dB)/2]]))#8

81 #############################################################

82 def rabi(eps0, amp, t, tp, rmp):

83 eps1=amp+eps0

84 if t<0:

85 return eps0

86 elif t<rmp:

87 return (eps1-eps0)/rmp*(t-rmp)+eps1

88 elif t<tp+rmp:

89 return eps1

90 elif t<tp+2*rmp:

91 return eps1-(eps1-eps0)/rmp*(t-tp-rmp)

92 else: return eps0

93 def H1_coeff_rabi(t, args):

94 eps0=args['eps0']

95 amp=args['amp']

96 tp=args['tp']

97 rmp=args['rmp']

98 if args['offset']!=0:

99 o=args['offset']

100 return rabi(eps0, amp, t-o, tp, rmp)

101 else:

102 return rabi(eps0, amp, t, tp, rmp)
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103 H=[H0+H0.dag(), [H1, H1_coeff_rabi]]

104 args=dict()

105

106 ######Pulse variable setting##############

107 eps0=20

108 amp=-1400

109 rmp=0.2

110 tp=0

111 o=1

112 t1list=np.linspace(0, 20, 2001)

113 ##############################

114

115 #########mixing states, waiting time >1000ns is suffice#################3

116 HI=H0+H0.dag()+H1*w(u2g(eps0))

117 _,kets=HI.eigenstates()

118 init_state=kets[0]

119 sp0=abs(basis(8,0).dag()*kets[0])**2+abs(basis(8,1).dag()*kets[0])**2

120 sp1=abs(basis(8,0).dag()*kets[1])**2+abs(basis(8,1).dag()*kets[0])**2

121 if sp0>sp1:

122 init_state=kets[0]

123 #print("detuning"+str(j)+": 0 chosen")

124 else:

125 init_state=kets[1]

126 #print("detuning"+str(j)+": 1 chosen")

127 ########################################################################

128

129 ######Argument for time dep.mesolve###############

130 args['eps0']=w(u2g(eps0))

131 args['amp']=w(u2g(amp))

132 args['rmp']=rmp

133 args['tp']=tp

134 args['offset']=o

135 ##################################################

136

137 ##########mesolve#########################################

138 a=[0]*8

139 for i in range(0,8):

140 a[i]=ket2dm(basis(8,i))

141 output=mesolve(H,init_state, t1list, [], [a[i] for i in range(8)],args, Options(nsteps=100000))

142 #mixed basis // a[1]+0.05*a[2]+0.05*a[5]

143 #pure basis //

(basis(8,1)+np.sqrt(0.05)*basis(8,2)+np.sqrt(0.05)*basis(8,5))/np.sqrt(1+0.05+0.05)↪→

144 ############################################################

145

146 #######plot####################################################

147 fig, ax=plt.subplots(figsize=(12,6))

148 fig.patch.set_facecolor('white')

149 ax.patch.set_facecolor('white')

150 colorlist=[ 'red', 'c']

151 labellist=['$T_{+}$(1,1)','$T_{-}$(1,1)']

152 leglist=[2,4]

153 for i in leglist:
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154 ax.plot(t1list,np.real(output.expect[i]), colorlist[leglist.index(i)],

label=labellist[leglist.index(i)])↪→

155 plt.xticks(fontsize=16)

156 plt.yticks(fontsize=16)

157 plt.style.use('classic')

158 #ax.set_ylim(0.00,0.002)

159 ax.set_title("Probability at Detuning: "+str(eps0)+"$\mu$eV,

$B_{ext}=$"+str(exbraw)+"T",fontsize=16)↪→

160 ax.set_xlabel('time(ns)',fontsize=16)

161 ax.set_ylabel('Probability',fontsize=16)

162 ax.legend(loc='upper left',fontsize=10)

163 ####################################################################

164 for ener in np.linspace(0, 1000, 1001):

165 args['eps0']=w(u2g(ener))

166 ##########mesolve#########################################

167 HI=H0+H0.dag()+H1*w(u2g(ener))

168 #init_state=propagator(HI,1000, options=Options(nsteps=1000000000))*basis(8,0)

169 _,kets=HI.eigenstates()

170 init_state=kets[0]

171 sp0=abs(basis(8,0).dag()*kets[0])**2+abs(basis(8,1).dag()*kets[0])**2

172 sp1=abs(basis(8,0).dag()*kets[1])**2+abs(basis(8,1).dag()*kets[0])**2

173 if sp0>sp1:

174 init_state=kets[0]

175 #print("detuning"+str(j)+": 0 chosen")

176 else:

177 init_state=kets[1]

178 #print("detuning"+str(j)+": 1 chosen")

179 ########################################################################

180 a=[0]*8

181 for i in range(0,8):

182 a[i]=ket2dm(basis(8,i))

183 output=mesolve(H,init_state, t1list, [], [a[i] for i in range(8)],args,

Options(nsteps=100000))↪→

184 #mixed basis // a[1]+0.05*a[2]+0.05*a[5]

185 #pure basis //

(basis(8,1)+np.sqrt(0.05)*basis(8,2)+np.sqrt(0.05)*basis(8,5))/np.sqrt(1+0.05+0.05)↪→

186 ############################################################

187

188 #######plot####################################################

189 ax.cla()

190 leglist=[2,4]

191 for i in leglist:

192 ax.plot(t1list,np.real(output.expect[i]), colorlist[leglist.index(i)],

label=labellist[leglist.index(i)])↪→

193 plt.xticks(fontsize=16)

194 plt.yticks(fontsize=16)

195 plt.style.use('classic')

196 #ax.set_ylim(0.00,0.002)

197

198 ax.set_xlabel('time(ns)',fontsize=16)

199 ax.set_ylabel('Probability',fontsize=16)

200 ax.legend(loc='upper left',fontsize=10)

201 ####################################################################
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202

203

204 ##tlist step calc###################################################

205 time=t1list

206 dt=time[2]-time[1]

207 indcr=lambda rmp, tp, o: int((2*rmp+tp+o)/dt) ##returns the (approximate) index of the end

point (?) of the pulse↪→

208 indcro=lambda o: int(o/dt) ##returns the (approximate) index of the rise point (?) of the

pulse↪→

209 ####################################################################

210

211 dDNP=(np.mean(output.expect[2][indcr(rmp,tp,o):-1])

212 -np.mean(output.expect[2][0:indcro(o)]))-(np.mean(output.expect[4][indcr(rmp,tp,o):-1])

213 -np.mean(output.expect[4][0:indcro(o)]))

214 ax.set_title("dP"+' '+str(dP)+''+'with detuning of : '+str(ener),fontsize=16)

215 display(fig)

216 clear_output(wait=True)
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3. Python code for plotting a color map of dP

1 %matplotlib inline

2 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

3 import matplotlib as mpl

4 import numpy as np

5 from qutip import *

6 from IPython.display import display, clear_output

7 import time

8

9 w=lambda x : x*2*np.pi

10 u2g=lambda x : x/4.14

11 b2u=lambda x : x*57.8*0.44

12

13 #Energy Spectrum Calculator

14 def ecalc(H_detuning, H_coupling, energy_array):

15 evals_mat=np.zeros((len(energy_array),H_detuning.shape[0]))

16 elist=energy_array.tolist()

17 for e in elist:

18 H=w(u2g(e))*H_detuning+H_coupling

19 energy, states=H.eigenstates()

20 evals_mat[elist.index(e)]=np.real(energy)

21 return evals_mat

22

23 #Initial (unperturbed...(?)) nuclear magnetic field (mean&difference ˜ 10ˆ0 mT)

24 #500mT

25 #bz=100mT, 60mt

26 #bx=50, 30

27 #by=55, 40

28 # g = -0.44

29 # mu = 57.883818012 #[$\mu$eV/T]

30 # Assumption : the 0.5T field is along the SO axis###########

31

32 ###Hamiltonian Params #######################################

33 tc1 = w(7)/np.sqrt(2) # tunneling constant (GHz)

34 tc2 = w(10) # tunneling constant (GHz)

35 E = w(25) #Detuning Offset for Tiplet Anticrossing

36 epslist = np.linspace(-75,125,1901) # detuning list ($\mu$eV)

37 # unit conversion is done below

38 #############################################################

39

40 ###########magnetic field difference by micromagnet##########

41 dBz = w(u2g(b2u(0.1-0.06)))/2

42 dBx = w(u2g(b2u(0.050-0.030)))/2

43 dBy = w(u2g(b2u(0.055-0.040)))/2

44 #############################################################

45

46 ###External Applied Field B = 0.5 # [T]######################

47 micBz = w(u2g(b2u(0.08)))

48 Bz=micBz+exBz

49 Bx = w(u2g(b2u(0.04)))

50 By = w(u2g(b2u(0.0475)))

51 ##############################################################

52
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53 ###Effective Magnetic Field by SO Coupling####################

54 Omega = w(u2g(0.461)) ##Ref: ncomms8682.

55 ##############################################################

56

57 ###Overhauser field###########################################

58 h=w(u2g(b2u(0))) ##Since the Overhauser field is initially negligible

59 dh=w(u2g(b2u(0)))

60 ##############################################################

61

62 ###Net Magnetic Field########################################

63 dB=np.sqrt(dBz**2+dBx**2+dBy**2)

64 B=np.sqrt(Bx**2+Bz**2+By**2)-h#minus sign implemented to follow the convention of PRB 075416##

65 #############################################################

66

67 ###Angle Between SO Field and Net Magnetic Field#############

68 Phi=abs(np.arccos(Bz/B))

69 #############################################################

70

71 def rabi(eps0, amp, t, tp, rmp):

72 eps1=amp+eps0

73 if t<0:

74 return eps0

75 elif t<rmp:

76 return (eps1-eps0)/rmp*(t-rmp)+eps1

77 elif t<tp+rmp:

78 return eps1

79 elif t<tp+2*rmp:

80 return eps1-(eps1-eps0)/rmp*(t-tp-rmp)

81 else: return eps0

82 def H1_coeff_rabi(t, args):

83 eps0=args['eps0']

84 amp=args['amp']

85 tp=args['tp']

86 rmp=args['rmp']

87 if args['offset']!=0:

88 o=args['offset']

89 return rabi(eps0, amp, t-o, tp, rmp)

90 else:

91 return rabi(eps0, amp, t, tp, rmp)

92

93 args=dict()

94 ######Pulse variable setting#################

95 eps0=10

96 amp=-1400

97 rmp=0.3

98 tp=0

99 o=1 #waiting time(?) after the initialization. implemented to estimate the initial probability

of the↪→

100 t1list=np.linspace(0, 20, 2001)

101 ##############################################

102

103 ##tlist step calc###################################################

104 timel=t1list
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105 dt=timel[2]-timel[1]

106 indcr=lambda rmp, tp, o: int((2*rmp+tp+o)/dt) ##returns the (approximate) index of the end point

(?) of the pulse↪→

107 indcro=lambda o: int(o/dt) ##returns the (approximate) index of the rise point (?) of the pulse

108 ##################################################################

109

110 ######Argument for time dep.mesolve##############

111 args['amp']=w(u2g(amp))

112 args['rmp']=rmp

113 args['tp']=tp

114 args['offset']=o

115 ##################################################

116

117 ##############DETUING DOMAIN####################################

118 detuning=np.linspace(0, 1000, 501) #[T]

119 xlist=detuning.tolist()

120 ##############EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD DOMAIN####################

121 Bextarray=np.linspace(0.1, 0.3, 51)

122 Bextlist=Bextarray.tolist()

123 ##############Z-value###########################################

124 z=np.zeros((len(Bextlist), len(xlist)))

125 fig, ax=plt.subplots(figsize=(10,8))

126 plt.style.use('classic')

127 fig.patch.set_facecolor('white')

128 x, y=np.meshgrid(detuning, Bextarray)

129 c=ax.pcolor(x,y,z, cmap=plt.get_cmap('seismic'), vmin=-0.001, vmax=0.001)

130 cbar=plt.colorbar(c)

131 for i in Bextlist:

132 exBz = w(u2g(b2u(i)))

133 Bz=micBz+exBz

134 B=np.sqrt(Bx**2+Bz**2+By**2)

135 Phi=np.arccos(Bz/B)

136 H1= Qobj(np.array([[-1/2, 0 ,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0],

137 [0, 1/2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0],

138 [0, 0, 1/2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0],

139 [0, 0, 0, 1/2, 0, 0, 0, 0],

140 [0, 0, 0, 0, 1/2, 0, 0, 0],

141 [0, 0, 0, 0, 0,-1/2, 0, 0],

142 [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1/2, 0],

143 [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1/2]]))

144 #diagonal term halved & transposed Hamiltonian must be added

145 H0 = Qobj(np.array([[0, -np.sqrt(2)*tc1 ,-(1j)*Omega*np.sin(Phi)/2,

-(1j)/np.sqrt(2)*Omega*np.sin(Phi), (1j)*Omega*np.sin(Phi)/2, 0, 0, 0], #1↪→

146 [0, 0, 1/np.sqrt(2)*((1j)*dBy-dBx*np.cos(Phi)+dBz*np.sin(Phi)),

(dBx*np.sin(Phi)+dBz*np.cos(Phi)),

1/np.sqrt(2)*((1j)*dBy+dBx*np.cos(Phi)-dBz*np.sin(Phi)), 0, 0, 0],#2

↪→

↪→

147 [0, 0, -B/2, 0, 0, -tc2, 0, 0],#3

148 [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -tc2, 0],#4

149 [0, 0, 0, 0, +B/2, 0, 0, -tc2],#5

150 [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -(B+dB)/2 + E/2, 0, 0],#6

151 [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, E/2, 0],#7

152 [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, E/2+(B+dB)/2]]))#8

153 H=[H0+H0.dag(), [H1, H1_coeff_rabi]]
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154 t1list=np.linspace(0, 20, 2001)

155 #print("B :"+str(i))

156 for j in xlist:

157 eps0=j

158 args['eps0']=w(u2g(eps0))

159 HI=H0+H0.dag()+H1*w(u2g(eps0))

160 evals,kets=HI.eigenstates()

161 ##########mesolve#########################################

162 a=[0]*8

163 for k in range(0,8):

164 a[k]=ket2dm(basis(8,k))

165 output=mesolve(H,init_state, t1list, [], [a[l] for l in range(8)],args,

Options(nsteps=100000))↪→

166 #mixed basis // a[1]+0.05*a[2]+0.05*a[5]

167 #pure basis //

(basis(8,1)+np.sqrt(0.05)*basis(8,2)+np.sqrt(0.05)*basis(8,5))/np.sqrt(1+0.05+0.05)↪→

168 ############################################################

169 dDNP=(np.mean(output.expect[2][indcr(rmp,tp,o):-1])

170 -np.mean(output.expect[2][0:indcro(o)]))

171 -(np.mean(output.expect[4][indcr(rmp,tp,o):-1])

172 -np.mean(output.expect[4][0:indcro(o)]))

173 z[Bextlist.index(i)][xlist.index(j)]=dDNP

174 ax.cla()

175 ax.set_ylabel('$B_{ext}$')

176 ax.set_xlabel('Detuning($\mu eV$)')

177 c=ax.pcolor(x,y,z, cmap=plt.get_cmap('seismic'), vmin=-0.001, vmax=0.001)

178 display(fig)

179 clear_output(wait=True)
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초록

반도체 양자점 스핀 큐비트는 상대적으로 결맞음 시간이 길고 확장성이 높아

양자컴퓨터 실현 가능성이 큰 후보로 꼽힌다. GaAs는 다양한 유형의 물질 군 중에

서 양자점 스핀 큐비트를 실현하는 데 가장 성공적인 물질 중 하나였지만, GaAs의

핵스핀에 의한 상대적으로 빠른 결 어긋남은 GaAs의 사용성을 제한한다. 다행히,

초미세상호작용에의해매개된준정적전환을기반으로한동적핵분극화기법이

핵스핀 제어를 가능하게 했다. 이에 더하여, 비준정적 라비 펄스에 의한 T+-펌핑

효과도보고된바있으나관련된이론적설명이미비한상황이다.

본논문은분극화방향이초기고정위치에따라달라지는비준정적라비펄스의

양방향핵스핀분극화효과를제시한다.또한,우리는들뜬준위스핀혼합에기초

한시뮬레이션결과를통해비준정적라비펄스의편광효과에대한이론적설명을

제공한다.계산결과는들뜬준위가고려되었을때의삼중항상태의변화값만이이

전에 보고된 PSB 고정 라비 펄스의 T+-펌핑 효과와 일치한다는 것을 보여주었다.

또한,특히 EST영역에서실험관찰을완전히설명하기위해서는쌍극스핀확산과

같은장기적인역학을고려해야하지만,시뮬레이션된삼중항상태의변화는또한

라비펄스에의해유도된것으로추정되는양방향분극화관찰결과의경향과어느

정도일치함을보였다.

주요어:반도체양자점,단일항상태-삼중항상태큐비트,동적핵분극화

학번: 2020-29693
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